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This dissertation examines two organic material systems, biotinylated microtubule 

filaments and thiophene. 

Biotinylated microtubule filaments partially coated with streptavidin and gliding on 

surface-adhered kinesin motor proteins converge to form linear ―nanowire‖ and circular 

―nanospool‖ structures. We present a cellular automaton simulation tool that models the 

dynamics of microtubule gliding and interactions. In this method, each microtubule is 

composed of a head, body, and tail segments. The microtubule surface density, lengths, 

persistence length, and modes of interaction are dictated by the user. The microtubules 

are randomly arranged and move across a hexagonal lattice surface with the direction 

of motion of the head segment being determined probabilistically: the body and tail 

segments follow the path of the head. The analysis of the motion and interactions allow 

statistically meaningful data to be obtained regarding the number of generated spools, 

radial distribution in the distance between spools, and the average spool circumference 

lengths which can be compared to experimental results. This technique will aid in 

predictions of the formation process of nanowires and nanospools. Information 
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regarding the kinetics and microstructure of any system can be extracted through this 

tool by the manipulation in the time and space dimensions. 

Chemical reactions of thiophene with organic molecules are of interest to 

chemically modify thermally deposited coatings or thin films of conductive polymers. 

Energy barriers are identified for reactive systems involving thiophene and small 

hydrocarbon radicals. The transition states for these reactive systems occurred through 

hydrogen abstraction. The results provide quantum mechanical level insights into the 

chemical processes that occur in the chemical modification processes described above, 

such as Surface Polymerization by Ion-Assisted Deposition (SPIAD), 

electropolymerization, and ion beam deposition. Enthalpies of formation are calculated 

for organic molecules using B3LYP, BMK, and B98 hybrid functionals. G3 and CBS-

QB3 are used as standards in conjunction, due to their accurate thermochemistry 

parameters, with experimental values. The BMK functional proves to perform best with 

the selected organic molecules. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

There is an enormous demand for devices to have enhanced properties at the 

micro- and nanometer length scales. However, the smaller dimensions create difficult 

material challenges associated with high performance and very small scales. It is critical 

to understand the fundamentals of the structure of a material and its interactions in 

order to engineer properties for device usage. Thus, the field of Nanotechnology has 

emerged over the past few decades to produce new materials, devices, and 

instrumentation on the nanometer scale and develop ways to eliminate limitations due 

to size reduction. 

The work described in this dissertation examines the fundamental properties of 

two organic materials systems. On the micrometer scale, the dynamics of microtubule 

filaments are elucidated. On the nanometer scale, the kinetics of chemical processes 

associated with the formation of thiophene in polythiophene thin films are examined.  

The human eukaryotic cell is composed of an intricate organization involving 

mechanisms for transportation to perform basic functions. Cytoskeletal filaments, such 

as microtubules, provide structural support to the cell and serve as pathways for the 

kinesin biomolecular motor protein to transport cargo such as organelles and vesicles 

during intracellular transport [1]. Some of the fundamental processes associated with 

this intracellular transport system have been integrated into engineered hybrid 

nanodevices. The key feature is the nanoscale functionality. Hybrid devices have been 

developed to drive self-assembly; these incorporate proteins such as kinesin and 

microtubule filaments because they facilitate self-assembly processes in biological 

systems. In particular, by suitable device engineering, described in more detail in 
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Chapter 2, cargo such as mitochondria [2], endosomes [3], synaptic vesicles [4], and 

protein carriers [5], can be captured and transported to a destination via active transport 

and assemble nanostructures from a bottom-up approach [6]. 

Chemical reactions of thiophene with organic molecules occur during the 

production and chemical modification of thermally deposited coatings or thin films of 

conductive oligomers and polymers. One such material, polythiophene, is attracting 

much interest due to its stability at high temperatures, and because its molecular 

structure can be readily transfigured to achieve desired electronic properties [7]. 

However, it is well-known that thermally deposited polymeric thin films degrade in 

response to mechanical deformation and extreme thermal fluctuations [8-10]. Chemical 

modification is one way to stabilize these films to external stresses without substantially 

altering their electronic and molecular structure. For example, modifications have been 

made to thiophene through surface polymerization by ion-assisted deposition (SPIAD) 

by Hanley and co-workers [11-15]. 

The dissertation will use computer simulation methods to examine key aspects of 

these two systems. Computer simulations aim to mimic a few to several behaviors of a 

real system. Generated results can often compared to experimental results to obtain 

validation; moreover, the simulation can often explore phenomena or regions of 

parameter space that are not accessible to experiment, thereby extending 

understanding and providing predictions. Mathematical algorithms and key materials 

properties are embedded into the simulation to establish initial conditions. Computer 

simulations offer the capability of performing multiple tests on different length and time 

scales that may not be experimentally accessible, or may be prohibitively expensive to 
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probe. The amount of real time to complete a simulation vary in real time can range 

from a few seconds to days. 

Chapters 2 through 4 are dedicated to the study of microtubule filaments and their 

interactions to form wire and spool nanostructures. Chapters 5 through 7 focus on 

surface interactions involving thiophene with organic radical C2H and CH2 for the 

development of polythiophene thin films. Chapter 8 will integrate the findings in both 

project and project future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
KINESIN-POWERED MOLECULAR SHUTTLE 

2.1 Introduction 

Motor proteins are enzymes that convert chemical energy into mechanical work. 

Chemical energy is received from the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate, ATP, and 

mechanical work is then generated. The three largest molecular motors are myosin, 

kinesin, and dynein. Myosin and kinesin are linear molecular motors that express 

mechanical energy as physical translation. Large concentrations of myosin motor 

proteins are found within muscle tissue of animals to perform contractions [16]. Kinesin 

and dynein motors are both responsible for intracellular transport within the cytoplasm 

[17]. Dynein motors are found in flagella used for cell motility, while kinesin motors 

serves as actuators [18] to transport items such as organelles, RNA, and viruses. 

Kinesin motors are also involved in mitotic spindle formations and chromosome 

separations during cell division [1,19]. The focus of this thesis will be kinesin motor 

proteins. 

Kinesin motors offer a number of unique capabilities to the field of Materials 

Science and Engineering. First, they can move unidirectionally along engineered tracks 

with their speed regulated by the concentration of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) fuel. 

Second, specific cargo can be captured from solution, attach to the motor protein, and 

thence transported [20]. Kinesin motors are described as ―processive‖ proteins because 

they can travel large distances over cytoskeletal filaments called microtubules without 

detachment. 

Structurally, conventional kinesin is composed of seven main components: two 

globular heads, dimerization parallel coiled-coil dimer, flexible link domain, coil 1, kink 
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domain, coil 2, and tail domain (Figure 2-1) [21]. The movement of kinesin is driven by 

the globular heads. The two heads are structurally equivalent and walk in a hand-over-

hand motion along the microtubule filament in 8 nm steps, the interval distance between 

tubulin dimers. The dimerization parallel coiled-coil dimer, coils 1 and 2, and the kink 

domains are all coil regions with structural motifs of intertwined alpha helices. The link 

domain, also referred to as the neck, provides kinesin with flexibility during motion. The 

kink domain separates coil 1 form coil 2. The cargo attaches to the motor tail during 

transport [21]. 

Kinesin movement is driven by the hydrolysis of ATP. During hydrolysis, water is 

added to ATP causing the phosphate-phosphate bonds to break yielding adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP), an inorganic phosphate (Pi), and 25 kT (100 x 10 -21 J) of free 

energy. For each ATP molecule hydrolyzed, kinesin takes one step in movement. The 

globular head experiences a conformational change, and releases from the microtubule 

to attach to the next binding site on the microtubule [21]. 

2.2 The Microtubule Protein Filament 

Microtubules are used as roadways for kinesin and dynein motors during transport 

and provide structural stability and support in eukaryotic cells. Microtubules have a pipe-

like configuration (Figure 2-2) with an inner diameter of approximately 18 nm, an outer 

diameter of approximately 25 nm [22], and a length that can vary from a few 

nanometers to several microns [22,23]. Microtubules are composed of stable α and β 

tubulin heterodimer subunits that bind together in a head-to-tail arrangement forming a 

protofilament [1,22]. The protofilaments run parallel to the axis of the microtubule. A 

cylindrical formation results from the integration of protofilaments creating a sheet that 

wraps and binds to itself. The number of protofilaments per microtubule can vary from 8 
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to 19, but 13 is the most common number in cellular microtubules, as displayed in 

Figure 2-3 [24]. The tubulin dimer subunits within each microtubule are arranged in a 

slightly twisted hexagonal lattice, resulting in differing neighbor relationships among 

each subunit and its six nearest neighbors [25]. Microtubules have two different ends 

referred to as a ―positive and negative‖. Tubulin subunits polymerize more rapidly at the 

positive end than at the negative end; as a result kinesin motors walk in the direction of 

the positive end [26]. Taxol has been frequently used to stabilize microtubule lengths 

[27]. 

2.3 Fluorescent Microscopy 

Fluorescent Microcopy (FM) is a visualization method that provides optical clarity 

and reveals the assembly, dynamics, and movement of organic and inorganic 

substances such as proteins. FM offers advantages in its use to specifically label 

individual or multiple molecules through the use of molecules such as fluorophore, 

green fluorescent protein (GFP), and fluorescent beads. Photobleaching, a dynamic 

process where fluorescent molecules undergo photo-induced chemical destruction upon 

exposure to excitation light and lose their ability to fluoresce, can plague FM [28]. 

2.4 Hybrid Design Model 

The hybrid design approach (Figure 2-4) is a method for microtubule transport, 

which involves synthetic environments and kinesin motors. Kinesin motor proteins, 

which are adsorbed to an engineered surface, propel microtubules forward along 

fabricated tracks with a velocity of several hundred nanometers per second. Cargo, 

such as vesicles and organelles, can be attached to the microtubules at various 

locations using biotin linkers [2-5,29-37]. 
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Functionalization of the microtubules with specific biotin linkers enables cargo 

loading [38]; control of the ATP concentration governs shuttle velocity [39]; and tracks 

patterned on the surface select transportation paths [40]. Functionalization of 

microtubules with biotin and partial coating with streptavidin enables cross-linking of 

gliding microtubules after collisions (Figure 2-5); the surprising result of the self-

assembly process between such ―sticky‖ shuttles is the formation of extended wires and 

ultimately spools (Figure 2-6) [41]. This result has broad significance since it shows that 

active transport by molecular motors can enable the acceleration of the self-assembly 

process, the formation of non-equilibrium structures, and the emergence of structure as 

a result of active transport processes [42]. 
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Figure 2-1. The seven structural domains of a kinesin motor: two globular heads, the 

dimerization parallel coiled-coil dimer, link flexible domain, coil 1, kink domain, 
coil 2, and a tail domain. Reproduced from Reference [21]. 
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Figure 2-2. Structure of a microtubule and its subunits. (a) The and  tubulin 
monomers come together to form a hetero dimer, which is the subunit of a 
protofilament. (b) Protofilament of a microtubule molecule. The plus end of 
the microtubule represents the direction of polymerization. (c) A cylindrical 
structure of microtubule with approximately 13 protofilaments. Reproduced 
from Ref [1]. 
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Figure 2-3. A 13-protofilament microtubule is composed of α and β tubulin subunits. The 

positive and negative ends represent the direction in which tubulin subunits 
polymerize to the microtubule filament. The positive end polymerizes tubulin 
subunits at a faster rate than the negative end. Reproduced from Ref [26]. 

  

α and β  subunits
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Figure 2-4. Hybrid model approach in which kinesin motors are attached to a surface 

and microtubules with cargo attached by biotin linkers are transported as the 
kinesin heads walk along the microtubules. Reproduced from Ref [29]. 
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Figure 2-5. The assembly of gliding microtubules experimentally observed with 

fluorescence microscopy. At 10 seconds, the tip of one microtubule collides 
with the center of another microtubule and sticks. The tip is then forced to 
reorient and follow the other microtubule at 20 seconds. This leads to the 
complete integration of the colliding microtubule into the leading microtubule 
or microtubule structure at 30 seconds. Reproduced from Reference [41]. 
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Figure 2-6. Microtubule interactions within the Hybrid design model. (a) Kinesin-

powered molecular shuttles rely on surface adsorbed kinesin motors to propel 
cargo-carrying microtubules. Microtubules can be functionalized with biotin 
and streptavidin to enable cross-linking between microtubules. (b) Collisions 
during gliding of these ―sticky‖ microtubules lead to the formation of extended 
aggregates. Reproduced from Refeference [41]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CELLULAR AUTOMATON SIMULATION METHOD 

3.1 Biomolecular Shuttle Transport 

Microtubules are observed to produce nanowires and nanospools from ATP-driven 

kinesin motors in a non-equilibrium state [43]. Experimentally, transport and assembly 

processes of molecular shuttle motion face limitations. The positions of shuttles are 

identified by fluorescence microscopy, wherein exposure of the fluorescently labeled 

microtubules to excitation light leads to photobleaching. A few dozen images, 

photobleaching [44] interferes with the smooth transport due to photo-induced cross-

linking of microtubules to the surface-bound kinesin motors [45]. A simulation tool that 

can encompass the spatial and time positions of microtubule shuttles in the absence 

photobleaching would be an asset. Details on the transport and self-assembly 

formations of microtubules into nanostructures can be extracted. 

This project involves the generation of a simulation tool to provide a fundamental 

understanding of the microtubule dynamics entailed in the self-assembly formation of 

nanowires and nanospools. This simulation tool will allow the following questions to be 

examined in order to extract information regarding microtubule dynamics: 

 Can self-assembly through the formation of binding interaction be simulated 
through computation to understand the fundamentals of nanowires and 
nanospools? 

 Can computation produce comparable results with an experimental system? 

 Can a depletion zone be present on the surface during nanospool formations? 

The simulation tool should allow us to capture different aspects of the 

experimental setup, such as a match in the surface dimensions to the microscope field-

of-view dimensions, the number of microtubules (MT Density), the microtubule length 
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(average length being 5 m, and the microtubule persistence length ranging from 10 – 

100 m [40,46,47]. 

3.2 Previous Computational Models Examining Microtubule Dynamics 

Shuttle trajectories on a planar surface have been experimentally characterized as 

worm-like chains with projection persistence lengths on the order of 10-100 m 

[40,46,47]. To date, simulations have focused on the study of interactions between the 

gliding filament (microtubules or actin filaments) and the motors on the surface [48,49]; 

the interaction of the gliding filament with a track defined by surface patterning [50]; the 

interaction of the gliding filament with external forces [51]. 

3.2.1 Fluorescent Microscopy  

Fluorescent Microcopy (FM) is a visualization method that provides optical clarity 

and reveals the assembly, dynamics, and movement of organic and inorganic 

substances such as proteins. FM offers advantages in its use to specifically label 

individual or multiple molecules through the use of molecules such as fluorophore 

(green fluorescent protein (GFP) and fluorescent beads. Photobleaching, a dynamic 

process where fluorescent molecules undergo photo-induced chemical destruction upon 

exposure to excitation light and lose their ability to fluoresce, can plague FM [28]. 

3.2.2 Off-lattice Monte Carlo Simulation  

Nitta et al. uses an Off-lattice Monte Carlo simulation to model the gliding motion 

of molecular shuttles involving microtubules and kinesin motors [50]. In the 2-D 

simulation code is written in Fortran 90. The forward direction of motion the molecular 

shuttle is determined by random fluctuations at each time step. Experimental 

parameters are incorporated into the simulation in order to embed information regarding 
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the microtubule and kinesin structures. The parameters included are the time averaged 

velocity, vavg, persistence length, Lp, motional diffusion coefficient, Dv-flu. The simulation 

parameter values of vavg, Dv-flu, and Lp respectively, 0.85 m s-1, 2.0 x 10 -3 m2 s-1, and 

111 m [46]. 

The time step in the off-lattice Monte Carlo simulation model is set to 100 ms, 

which is the time a kinesin motor needs to take 10 elementary steps of 80 nm. The 

movement of a microtubule is determined from the trajectory of its leading tip. The 

microtubule tip trajectory has a fixed persistence length and is based on a random walk 

in the Monte Carlo Simulation. During each time step, the microtubule step distance, r, 

and the angular change, Δθ, are determined by distributed random variables in the 

random fluctuations. The mean and variances of the step distances and angular 

changes are displayed in Equations 3-1 through 3-4 [50]. 

 ̅ = vavg Δt      (3-1) 

|(     ̅ )|̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 2Dv-flu Δt     (3-2) 

  ̅̅̅̅  = 0      (3-3) 

(       ̅̅̅̅ ) ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅    
      

  
     (3-4) 

This model reproduces properties of experimentally realized systems. The 

molecular shuttle movement is visualized as whole networks, where a rotational design 

of individual guiding structures is generated. However, this simulation model neglects 

interactions between microtubules. 
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3.3 Cellular Automaton 

3.3.1 Background on Cellular Automaton 

The Cellular Automaton (CA) paradigm is a simulation method that examines 

spatial interactions amongst structures moving over evenly spaced, discrete cells. The 

lattice type can be varied based on the system of interest. A few examples of the lattice 

types include: square, triangular, and hexagonal. A cellular automaton requires a lattice 

of adjacent cells covering a portion of a one or multi-dimensional space; a set of 

variables attached to each lattice site and the local state of each cell at each discrete 

time step; the state of each cell, location, and cell neighbors are all governed by user-

supplied transition rules to observe local interactions [52]. The first universal cellular 

automaton was offered in the work of von Neumann, where a 2-dimensional universal 

and self-reproducing CA simulation was used with 29 states to examine self-

reproduction [53]. 

The CA approach provides advantages, including low computational cost; simple 

implementation [54]; the ability to simulate large system sizes [52]; and the ability to 

follow the evolution in time over experimentally accessible periods [55]. The cost paid 

for this efficiency and simplicity is that CAs incorporates the underlying physical 

phenomena through simple rules. CAs provide insight into the fundamental physical 

features of the system from the microscopic and macroscopic level. 

There are limitations within the Cellular Automaton method. Whether the rules 

transition rules defined do or do not capture the essential physics has to be determined 

a posteriori by the degree to which the simulation results obtained match experiment or 

results from more sophisticated simulation methodologies [56]. In CA, the models are 

purely kinematics and no flow dynamics are involved [56]. 
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3.3.2 Types of CA methods 

There are a number of Cellular Automaton methods that have been developed to 

study various systems and perform operations. For example, the lattice gas cellular 

automata (LGA), Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau (FHP) automata, and Lattice 

Boltzmann Automata (LBA) are all used to examine fluid flow and dynamics. The Lattice 

Gas Cellular Automata (LGA or LGCA) method simulates fluid flow by solving the 

Navier-Stokes Equations [57]. In this model, the lattice sites are associated with 

different particle states. Each state is characterized by particle velocities. The state of 

each site is determined with logic with consideration taken amongst each site and its 

neighbors. Propagation and collision are then calculated during each time step. 

The Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau (FHP) automata was introduced is to 

examine binary particles propagating through a hexagonal Bravais lattice at discrete 

time steps and a given unit velocity [58]. During propagation, all particle movement is 

based on the direction of its velocity vector and the lattice connection lines between the 

six nearest neighbors. Particle mass and momentum are conserved during collisions. In 

FHP, an exclusion principle is imposed that does not allow the location of more than 

one particle per cell at the same time. Macroscopic quantities, such as pressure and 

velocity, can be extracted from particle distributions, appropriate time, and space 

averaging procedures [58]. 

In Lattice Boltzman Automata (LBA) is similar to FHP automata, where fluid 

dynamics are examined. However, the two methods differentiate in that the LBA method 

observes fluids over long period time and large areas. In LBA, computations are 

performed on smaller grids with less iteration. The density distribution in the fluid flow 
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does not change, and the final density can be obtained without any time and space 

averaging processes [58]. 

3.4 Fortran 90 

The programming language used to write the simulation is FORTRAN 90. 

FORTRAN 90 offers advantages such as: array features to keep track of spatial and 

time features in Cellular Automaton, modules, and flexibility in its output to be 

transferred into other programming and visualization environments. Fortran 90 contains 

‗allocatable‘ arrays which allow the programmer to control the size and lifetimes of an 

array through the use of ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE statements. This feature 

allows efficient storage allocation by issuing space according to the size of the problem 

at hand within the code [59]. Pointers were also added to Fortran 90 to allow data 

objects to be declared with an attribute so that an object does not have any storage until 

storage is explicitly allocated for it by an ALLOCATE statement, or it is ‗pointer 

associated‘ with an existing target object. In the case of an array, only the rank is 

declared initially and a shape is acquired when it is associated with a target [59]. 

Modules are collections of data, type definitions, and procedure definitions. 

Modules introduce a course of action for adding intervals. An interface block 

communicates with the compiler to associate a function with an operator, and indicates 

similar code for doing other operations on interval data types, and similar code for 

operations between reals and interval data types. This addition allows flexibility for 

complicated mathematical equations to be incorporated into the code for calculations 

[59]. The ‗kind‘ parameter permits processors to support short integers, large character 

sets with more than two precisions for real and complex values. Unlike Fortran 77, a 
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complex number must be supported with the same set of precisions as a real number 

[59]. 

3.5 Development of the Simulation Tool 

3.5.1 Overview  

The simulation tool developed here presented is influenced by the Off-lattice 

Monte Carlo simulation from Nitta et al. In particular, it incorporates interactions 

amongst microtubules in order to understand the self-assembly process in the formation 

of nanostructures. A flow chart of the simulation components are displayed in Figure 3-

1. 

3.5.1.1 Definition of lattice 

A hexagonal lattice is used in our simulations as it provides a good compromise 

between simplicity and the ability to realistically describe dynamical movement of the 

microtubules, including their ability to twist and turn over the surface, and to form 

complex structures including spools. The user provides information that defines both the 

initial conditions for the simulation and the rules under which the CA evolves. In terms of 

initial conditions, the user inputs the dimensions of the hexagonal lattice, the number of 

microtubule chains and the length of the microtubules. For the proof-of-principle 

simulations discussed in this chapter, the total dimensions of the system selected are 

80 m x 80 m to match the field-of-view in the FM microscope and 200 m x 80 m. 

The total simulation time is chosen to be similar to that accessible to experiment: 

typically of the order of minutes to a few hours. In the version of the code described 

here, all of the microtubules will either have the same length or a modification to include 

a distribution in lengths. Details regarding the microtubules will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5. 
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The lattice unit size is also chosen to be similar to the experimental length scales. 

The center-to-center distance between two interacting biotin/streptavidin-functionalized 

microtubules is approximately 35 nm [60]. The distance between parallel lines of the 

lattice could therefore reasonably chosen to be 70 nm, so that two parallel microtubules 

with a center to center distance above 35 nm should be represented on different lattice 

points. The lattice unit, lu, size of the hexagonal lattice is actually chosen as 80 nm, 

which corresponds to the pixel dimensions of the experimental images with the 100x 

objective most usually used (Figure 3-2). Periodic boundary conditions are applied to 

the hexagonal lattice surface to generate a continuous surface of movement for the 

microtubules. The lattice is hexagonal, but the simulation surface cell is actually a 

rhombus (Figure 3-3). As a microtubule reaches the edge of the surface it re-enters on 

the opposite side moving in the same direction. 

3.5.1.2 Simulation parameters 

The simulation tool incorporates parameters that mimic the experimental setup to 

observe cellular transport and microtubule dynamics. The simulation parameters that 

can be controlled are the dimensions of a hexagonal surface, the number of 

microtubules, the number of elements in an individual microtubule, the turn probability 

(which corresponds to the microtubule persistence length), and the number of time 

steps. 

Experimentally, forces from the kinesin motors constrain the microtubule 

assemblies to remain metastable in the presence of ATP and stable in its absence [41]. 

The assembled protein structures, nanowires and nanospools, are stabilized to maintain 

their mesoscopic conformation even after drying due to covalent cross-linking [41]. The 

driving forces present within the system are from the kinesin motor and the short-range 
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interactions of biotin-streptavidin amongst the microtubules. The kinesin motors provide 

the motility of the microtubules on a surface, where the biotin-streptavidin bonding 

drives the nanowire and nanospool formations. 

The effect on the driving force of the kinesin motor is represented by the motion 

velocity of microtubules in the simulation. It is found experimentally that microtubules 

are propelled in movement by the kinesin motor at a velocity ranging on an average of 

800 nm/s [61-63]. In the simulation, each microtubule is set to move throughout the 

hexagonal surface at a rate of 800 nm/s. The distance between each lattice site is 80nm 

and thus each time step corresponds to 0.1 second of real time. The time step is 

defined by the ratio of lattice size and microtubule velocity. The microtubule velocity of 

0.8 m s-1 is selected from the microtubule velocity distributions of Nitta et al.[46] and is 

set as a standard in our simulation tool. Therefore, each simulation time step 

corresponds to 0.1 seconds, during which all independent microtubules move by one 

lattice site. The system size of 200 m is an appropriate length scale for the surface 

dimensions, because it enables the formation of several spools per run, which reduces 

boundary effects. 

The effect of the streptavidin-biotin bonds is initiated when two or more 

microtubules intersect and occupy the same lattice position during the same time step. 

The bond formation allows independent microtubules to merge together at the point of 

intersection to form an elongated nanowire, composed of multiple microtubules. Given 

that the ratio between the microtubule trajectory persistence length of 0.1 mm [46] and 

the lattice size of 80 nm is more than 1000, the probability of a 180o reverse in direction 

within one step can be neglected on the time scale of the experiment. 
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3.5.1.3 Description of simulated microtubules 

Experimentally, the average microtubule length is 5 m [23], which corresponds to 

a few dozen subunits on the 80 nm lattice. In the simulated microtubule, the first subunit 

is defined as the head subunit, the last subunit is the tail subunit; all subunits in between 

are labeled as the body subunits. Each microtubule has an orientation on the lattice, 

distinguishing the head from the tail, as shown in Figure 3-3. The direction of motion of 

each microtubule is determined by the head subunit. To set up the initial arrangement 

on the hexagonal lattice a random generator selects one of six orientations for each 

microtubule, as shown in Figure 3-3. In the initial simulation set up, the microtubules are 

not allowed to overlap, cross or intersect. Initially, the microtubules are randomly 

arranged and are aligned straight based on their orientation on the surface as in Figure 

3-4. 

Since shuttle trajectories on a planar surface have been experimentally 

characterized as worm-like chains with projection persistence lengths on the order of 

10-100 m [40,46,47], the parameters necessary to create trajectory ensembles with 

realistic average behavior and fluctuations around it are available. 

3.5.1.4 Motion of microtubules 

The most important inputs are the rules under which the cellular automaton 

evolves. The rules implemented are designed to match the fundamental mechanisms 

inferred from experimental observations. If the simulations then reproduce the 

fundamental of the experiments it can be assumed, though not guaranteed, that the 

rules do indeed reflect some aspects of the underlying physical processes. If the 

simulation results depart significantly from the experimental results, then it can be 
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inferred that either one of more of the rules does not reflect the underlying physics, or 

that a physically important phenomenon has not been included in the rules, or both. 

Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the hexagonal lattice to generate a 

continuous surface of movement for the microtubules. As a microtubule reaches the 

edge of the hexagonal lattice it re-enters on the opposite side moving in the same 

direction. The user has to define two additional conditions in order for movement to 

begin: the turn probability for each microtubule and the time duration of the simulation, 

i.e. the number of steps over which the CA will evolve. 

3.5.1.5 Turning of microtubules 

Microtubules have random movement over a surface, but the movement is also 

governed by its persistence length in experimental observations. In the simulation, the 

turn probability accounts for the random motion of microtubules through the number of 

turns made by the microtubule by incorporating the microtubule persistence length. 

Limitations are present with the turn probability parameter because it is based off an 

approximation of the microtubule persistence length. The turn probability, p, is 

calculated from considering the cosine of the average deviation from the original 

direction of  after 1 step by the microtubule filament. Given the relationship between 

the experimental persistence length to the turn probability in Equation 3-5, the definition 

of the persistence length is displayed in Equation 3-6, where   is the lattice unit length. 

cos<> = 1-2p+2pcos(60°) = 1-p     (3-5) 

exp(-l/2Lp) = <cos>       (3-6) 

p =  /2Lp       (3-7) 
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As a result, the probability of the microtubule making a sixty degree turn can be 

calculated in terms of the persistence length and lattice unit parameter in Equation 3-7. 

Therefore, for the simulations provided the turn probability is set to 0.0005 

meaning in the microtubule changes to make a 60 degree turn in direction 

approximately once every 2,000 steps, and a 120 degree turn once every 4,000,000 

steps. 

3.5.2 Binding Interactions 

Transition rules are implemented into the simulation tool to account for interactions 

of between microtubules that are dependent and independent from each other. A 

microtubule is labeled as dependent if its tip intersects with the body subunit of a 

second microtubule. The microtubule that is intersected is labeled as independent. If 

subunits of two independent microtubules occupy the same lattice position at the end of 

a time step, then a flag is generated indicating that a chain intersection has occurred. In 

the current implementation, based on experimental observations, it is assumed that 

there is a 100% sticking probability on such an intersection; this could easily be 

changed in the models. On intersection, the chain whose head intersects the body of 

the second chain becomes the ―follower chain‖. The chain that it intersects becomes 

―leader chain‖. The two chains will move in subsequent steps to merge in a ―zip up‖ 

fashion as shown in Figure 3-5, after which they act as a single elongated chain, with 

the leader chain determining the direction of movement of both chains. As the 

microtubules merge, there is an overlap, where the leader and follower microtubules 

occupy the same lattice positions. This process can occur multiple times such that a 

single leader chain may have a large number of partially overlapping follower chains. 
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If the head subunits of two independent microtubules meet at the same site, they 

cannot both become the leader chain. Therefore, a special rule is invoked in the case of 

head-to-head collisions of leading chains. If the head-to-head collisions occur at an 

angle (60o, 120o, 240o, or 300o), an additional rule is applied to handle the merger of two 

microtubules into a single elongated chain. In this case, one of the two microtubules is 

randomly selected to become the leader chain as illustrated in Figure 3-6A by the purple 

chain. The follower chain, in cyan, is dependent on the leader chain to define its 

movement. If a linear head-to-head collision is confirmed, a random generator selects a 

new direction for one intersecting microtubules chosen at random, in order for it to 

prevent the collision (Figure 3-6B). 

3.5.3 Treatment of Nanospool Formations 

The experimental results of Hess et al. [41] have shown that nanospools can form 

when the tip of a microtubule chain intersects with a part of the same chain. In order to 

mimic the same behavior in the CA simulation, we have created a corresponding rule: 

nanospool formation is initiated when the head subunit of a microtubule intersects the 

body or tail subunit of its own chain, or a subunit of one of its attached follower chains. 

In Figure 3-7, the head subunit corresponds to the point of intersection where the 

microtubule merges to begin to form a nanospool. The subsequent evolution involves 

the tail and follower chains wrapping up to form the spool; the total perimeter of the 

spool is then determined to give a measure of the size of the microtubule chain. 

The simulation ends when either the prescribed number of steps is reached, or 

when all of the chains have formed into nanospools. At the end of the simulation, we 

determine the number of nanospools that have formed and determine the circumference 

of each spool. Multiple simulations are performed under the same rule set, but with 
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different random initial conditions in order to obtain good statistics. The key quantities 

tracked in each simulation and analyzed statistically are the number of spools 

generated, the spool length, and the radial distribution of the spool locations. 

3.6 Simulation Memory Consumption  

As mentioned above, one of the key appeals of the CA method is its computational 

efficiency. In particular, as demonstrated here it can access both the length and time 

scales of the experiments. The greatest memory usage in the simulation is for the two-

dimensional arrays, which are used to track the lattice positions of each microtubule and 

the dimensions of the lattice surface. The memory usage scales linearly with the 

microtubule density, microtubule length, and linear dimension of the lattice. 

Improvements can be made in the performance of the next-generation code by 

conserving memory. Currently, 2-D arrays are defined to perform specific tasks and 

calculations in the simulation. Ultimately, memory space is consumed while the arrays 

are no longer in use for the remainder of the simulation. Local, temporary arrays can be 

implemented to reduce memory consumption. The CPU time was found to scale 

quadratic with the number of microtubules, microtubule length, and linear dimensions of 

the hexagonal lattice. 

3.7 CA Algorithm Verification 

There are a number of simple indications to verify the correct operation of the 

simulation tool. The indications include: the simulation will begin with a set number of 

microtubules and end with nanospools; microtubules are unable to take on backwards 

motion onto itself; independent microtubules cannot experience head-on-head 

interactions during movement; the number of intersections should not be more than the 

number of microtubules. 
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The simulation begins with a set a number of microtubules randomly arranged 

over a hexagonal lattice. As time evolves, the microtubules will randomly move 

throughout the lattice to encounter binding interactions with other microtubules. By 

defining long simulation time periods, an appropriate time will be issued for all the 

microtubules interact and form nanowires and then nanospools. During movement, 

microtubules are unable to move in the backwards direction in movement. Backward 

motion consequently forms interactions that are not of interest in the scope of this 

project. Therefore, if 180o degree turns occur in the simulation, I know that the motion 

indicated are not of interest in this project. 

Decision points are embedded in the simulation to generate flags that indicate 

head-to-head collisions. If a head- to-head collision occurs during movement, a clear 

indication is generated that a problem exists in the current transition rules for 

movement. The head- to-head collision represents a movement violation in to identify all 

microtubules involved during binding interactions. If each microtubule is unable to be 

properly identified, then the current rules employed cannot accurately account for all 

spatial interactions of microtubules during self-assembly. 

A count in the number of simulation interactions can provide insight in verification 

of the simulation. If the total number of interactions is greater than the initial number of 

microtubules, a problem exists in the evolution of the simulation. Within the simulation, 

each microtubule is to independently interact with the one another. If the number of 

interactions is incorrect, a flag is generated in the code and the simulation stops. The 

implementation of this rule helps to account for the number of microtubules in space 

and time. 
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There are key measures within the simulation to confirm if the simulation is 

operating in the correct manner. During the simulation, each lattice position should have 

the opportunity of being occupied by a microtubule filament. In Figure 3-8, one 

microtubule is randomly placed on an 8 m x 8 m (100 lu x 100 lu) hexagonal surface. 

The position of the head subunit is tracked for its occupancy on the lattice surface. A 

counter is placed at each lattice position to tally the number of visitations. Figure 3-8 

verifies equal probability for lattice coverage at an average of 1100 occurrences over 

the entire lattice positions. 
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Figure 3-1. Flow chart of the simulation to explain the spatial calculations that account for nanowire and nanospool 
formations amongst the microtubules.
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Figure 3-2. Fluorescence microscopy images of biotinylated microtubules, partially 
coated with streptavidin and gliding on surface-adhered kinesin motor 
proteins form linear nanowires and circular nanospool structures. Reproduced 
from Reference [41]. 
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Figure 3-3. Schematic of microtubule movement on the hexagonal lattice. Each simulated microtubule is composed of a 
head, a tail, and number of body subunits. The calculation of new lattice coordinates during movement is based 
on the orientation of the microtubule. A weighted random number determines the movement for the microtubule; 
after the head subunit moves each subsequent body and tail subunits will move into the position of the 
preceding subunit. 
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Figure 3-4. Initial, intermediate and final stage images in a simulation trial. Initially, two 

hundred microtubule filaments are randomly arranged on an 80m x 80m 
hexagonal lattice surface. Nanowire and nanospool formations are detected 
in time step 350 (35 seconds). Lastly, the simulation comes to a completion 
with nanospool structures remaining in step 50,000 (5,000 seconds). 
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Figure 3-5. The formation process of a nanowire. At time step 15 (1.5 seconds) two 

independent microtubules (yellow and purple) intersect. The head subunit of 
each microtubule occupies the same lattice position. The purple microtubule 
becomes the follower, and the yellow microtubule becomes the leader. At 
time step 15, the tip of the purple microtubule merges into the yellow 
microtubule from the point of intersection. At time step 45 (4.5 seconds) the 
two microtubules continue to merge together in a ―zip up fashion‖. The lattice 
positions of the two microtubules overlap and occupy the same lattice 
positions (the overlapping subunits form the purple microtubule is not shown 
for visibility reasons). In time step 75 (7.5 seconds) the two microtubules have 
fully merged into an elongated nanowire. 
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Figure 3-6. The angular and linear head to head microtubule intersections are special 
cases in the assembly process. (a) In angular intersections two independent 
microtubules approach in an angular orientation in time step 6 (0.6 seconds); 
in time step 8 (0.8 seconds), intersection occurs and is detected; one of the 

two microtubules is randomly determined to lead in the movement as seen in 
time step 12 (1.2 seconds); the two microtubules then merge in time step 39 

(3.9 seconds). (b) In linear head to head intersections two independent 
microtubules approach in a linear orientation in time step 6 (0.6 seconds) and 
intersect in time step 8 (0.8 seconds). The intersecting microtubule will select 

a new direction for movement in order to avoid intersection. Normal 
intersection will end up resulting because the second microtubule will 

intersect the microtubule that has changed course in movement in time step 
35 (3.5 seconds).  
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Figure 3-7. The formation process of a nanospool: At time step 10 (1 second), an 
independent nanowire is approaching to cross itself. At time step 12 (1.2 
seconds) the nanowire intersects itself to initiate the nanospool formation. 
The lattice position of the nanowire head subunit of the nanowire will now 
take on the lattice position of the body subunit it intersected. As time evolves, 
the head subunit will overlap itself to form a nanospool at time step 47 (4.7 
seconds). 
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Figure 3-8. Confirmation of equal probability in lattice site visitations during movement. 

A microtubule is randomly placed on a 8 m x m (100 lu x 100 lu) 
hexagonal lattice surface. A counter is used track the positions of the 
microtubule head subunit and determine the number of lattice visitiations on 
the surface during movement. Over a span of 1,000,000 seconds (10,000,000 
time steps), the microtubule equally visits all 10,000 lu positions at an 
average of 1100 occurrences. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MT SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 

In Chapter 3, a simulation tool has been developed to capture the mobility of 

microtubules and the binding effects of microtubules during the self-assembly of 

nanowires and during nanospool formations. These simulations are carried out on a 

two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. The initial location of each microtubule is defined by 

a position and a head-to-tail orientation determined at random; each microtubule then 

moves over the lattice, encounters other microtubules, and through interactions 

described by specific rules, finally becomes part of a nanospool (Figure 3-7). In this 

chapter, three scenarios are analyzed. The first scenario involves simple systems and 

situations designed to validate the simulation methodology (Section 4.1). The second 

scenario increases in complexity by examining the effects of system variables, including 

the microtubule density, length, and trajectory persistence length (turn probability) on 

the self-assembly of nanostructure formations (Section 4.2). Finally, the results of the 

simulations are confronted with experimental data in the third scenario (Sec. 4.3). 

Lessons will be learned regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the simulation 

tool, and the information that can be extracted from the simulation tool. Predictions 

concerning the self-assembly will also be identified by systematically changing the 

system variables. Lastly, comparisons will be made amongst simulation and 

experimental results to test the capability of the tool. 

Microtubules with biotin linkers, and partially coated with streptavidin, can crosslink 

after collisions; the surprising result of the self-assembly process between such ―sticky‖ 

shuttles is the formation of extended wires and ultimately spools (Figure 3-2). The 

cause of the initiation of the nanospool formations is unknown; however, experimental 
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observations have led to a number of theoretical suggestions. Microtubules have been 

observed to take on a temporary ―pinning‖ motion that occurs, on average, once every 

750 m along a microtubule filament [46]. A microtubule tip can get stuck on the surface 

at a nonfunctioning kinesin motor that is unable to transport during pinning [64,65]; 

Brownian bending has also been detected, in which thermal fluctuations in the 

microtubule tip are measured to account for the microtubule trajectory as a worm-like 

chain [50]. Simultaneous intersections have been recognized in spool formations, where 

multiple microtubules intersect and crosslink forming a triangular contour that relaxes 

into a ring-like structure [64]. 

4.1 Scenario 1: Validation of the Simulation Tool 

In the simulation, the microtubule movement and interactions generate non-

circular nanospools with complex configurations (Figures 4-1 and 4-2). The simulated 

nanospools produced do not take on ring shapes as in experimental FM images. The 

presence of the hexagonal lattice cannot support an entirely smooth ring. More 

importantly, in the simulation the microtubules have not intrinsic stiffness. As a result, 

there is no tendency for the irregular shaped closed loops to be smooth out into rings. 

The simulated nanospool formation process allows the random movement trajectory of 

a microtubule that intersects itself. The head subunit of the microtubule corresponds to 

the point of intersection where the microtubule merges to begin to form a nanospool. 

The subsequent evolution involves the tail and follower chains wrapping up to form the 

spool; the total perimeter of the spool is then determined to give a measure of the start 

of the microtubule chain (Figure 4-3). 
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Hundreds of microtubule chains are encompassed within a nanospool, produced 

from intersections with the leading microtubule during the formation of a nanowire or 

with the nanospool itself. In the simulation, all of the constituent microtubules occupy 

the same lattice coordinates; however, not all of the nanospools are reflected in the 

simulated nanospool images. In order to achieve an optimal visual appearance and 

clarity, only regions of overlap are displayed in Figure 4-1. The formation process from 

the simulation is consistent with the development process observed in experiment. The 

main difference between the simulation and experimental systems is that the 

experimental nanospools tend to be circular (see Figure 3-2). 

4.1.1 Persistence Length/Turn Probability 

This section will confirm how the turn probability parameter in the simulations 

corresponds with the experimental setup of Hess et al. Experimentally, challenges are 

presented when determining the exact probabilities of 60° and 120° turns of a 

microtubule within an 80nm step due to the few occurrences. Instead, small directional 

change distances from the microtubule tip are measured for 60° and 120° turns. 

Equation (4-1) displays how the directional changes are correlated with the persistence 

length. Consequently, the turn probability parameter, p60, for 60° turns can be 

calculated using Equations 4-2 and 4-3. 
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The probability for 120° turns is simply the square of the probability of 60° turns 

(Equation 4-4):  

          
      (4-4) 

From analysis of FM images yield a persistence length of 90 m. The 60° turn 

probability for the microtubules was calculated to be 0.00045 (0.045%), where the 

microtubules were observed to be transported over a kinesin-coated surface at a rate of 

800 nm/s (vavg) [61-63]. The persistence length of the microtubules falls lower than the 

persistence length of 111 m [46] because of the presence of defective kinesin motors 

on the surface. Defective kinesin motors are able to bind but not transport a 

microtubule. 

4.1.2 Validation of Nanospool Formation 

Changes in path trajectories also confirm the correct functioning of the simulation. 

The product of the number of microtubules and the number of time steps should equal 

the total number of trajectory changes (60o and 120o turns and the forward direction 

motion) on the lattice in Equation (4-5). 

 (Lattice movement occurrences) = (# of microtubules)*(# of time steps) (4-5) 

The sum of the sixty or one hundred twenty degree turns divided by the total 

number of lattice movement occurrence should equate to the initial turn probability 

values set by the user. Figure 4-4 shows an example confirming the microtubule 

movement with the 60o and 120o turn probability parameters set in the initial conditions. 

4.1.3 Number of Spools Generated and Nanospool Circumferences 

Upon completion of a simulation run, the surface is littered with nanospools. In 

order to gain a better understanding of the self-assembly process, the number of spools 
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formed is evaluated. Meaningful statistics are obtained through the repetition of the 

simulation for 200 trials. Figure 4-5A shows the resulting histogram for the total number 

of spools produced in each trial. Each trial has an initial condition of 1250 microtubules 

of initial length of 5 m, a turn probability of 0.045% (persistence length of 90 m), and 

runs for a simulation time of 10,000 seconds (100,000 time steps). 

The probability distribution in the number of spools produced on the simulated 

surface can be fit with a Poisson distribution. The Poisson distribution is selected for 

use due to the following conditions: spool formation is independent of kinesin; the 

probability to have a nanospool for each surface location is small; the number of spools 

produced during any simulation trial of 10,000 seconds is independent from every other 

trial; The average number of nanospools generated is used to characterize the Poisson 

distribution over a specified region. If the average number of nanospools per area is ρ, 

the average number of nanospools generated in an area of size A is ρA. Therefore, the 

probability that at least one nanospool forms on the surface is given in Equation 4-6. 

p   ,   ((ρ A)*exp ( ρ A))]    (4-6) 

The results in the number of spools were fit with a Poisson distribution to confirm 

its trend. Figure 4-5A fits well with the Poisson distribution and the average number of 

nanospools generated corresponds with the peak of the curve to be 12. 

Figure 4-5B displays a histogram of the output generated from simulated 

nanospool circumferences. While most spools have a circumference of less than 100 

m, a small peak is present at circumferences near 200 m. These large spools 

correspond to straight wires which have grown very long and eventually intersect with 

themselves through the periodic boundary conditions. Due to the clear separation in the 
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spool circumferences, spools generated from periodic boundary conditions can be 

readily identified and discarded from further analysis. The size of the generated spools 

are consistent with experimental results [41,66,67], where the average spool 

circumference is 10 m [64]. The effects of change parameters, such as the number of 

microtubules, turn probability, and the microtubule length, will be discussed below in 

section 4.2 (scenario 2) [68]. 

4.1.4 Nanospool Circumference – Radial Distribution 

The relative locations of spools are analyzed inside the simulated surface by 

computing the radial distribution function, g(r), in 2-D. The g(r) provides information on 

the microstructure of a material and verifies the presence or absence of order in the 

location of nanospool formations. For these simulations, the radial distribution function 

is defined as the ratio of the density of spools at separation r to the density if the spools 

were uniformly distributed. Thus, a value of g(r) = 1 for all values of r corresponds to a 

random distribution (as in an ideal gas); deviations from all g(r) = 1 signify either a local 

deficit in neighbors, g(r) < 1, or a local excess, g(r) > 1 [69]. The bar chart in Figure 4-

5C illustrates that for all radial distances r ≤ 30 μm, there is a clear deficit of neighbors 

compared to the uniform distribution. This signifies the presence of a ‗depletion zone‖ 

around each spool, formed by all the microtubules in the vicinity being swept up into a 

single nanospool. The plateau region in the radial distribution function for the spools 

formed, as determined at the end of the simulations (Figure 4-5C), indicates the 

absence of long-range order among the nanospools; the average g(r) over the range r = 

35-100 m is 0.99, indicating a random distribution and ideal-gas like behavior. 
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4.2 Scenario 2: Effects of Simulation Parameters on Nanospool Formations 

The microtubule CA tool is used to characterize the spool formation process and 

to identify emergent properties of the self-assembly process for microtubule nanowires 

and nanospools. The parameters of interest in the simulation include the initial 

microtubule length, microtubule density, and the microtubule persistence length (turn 

probability). In experiment, the microtubule density and length parameters can be 

controlled through the initial concentrations of tubulin and taxol. The microtubule 

persistence length appears to be an intrinsic property of the system and is typically 

extracted from AFM images of the microtubules by analyzing the contour of the filament 

or the end-to-end distance; however, the persistence length can be altered by 

electrostatic repulsion between charged monomers [70]. The influence of these 

parameters will be studied for their effects on the spool formation process through the 

quantification of the number of spools, the circumference length of the spools, and the 

distribution of spool locations as a function of time. Upper limits of the efficiency of the 

self-assembly process will be established in the simulation. These will be used to 

provide insights as to the presence or absence of experimental defects in the kinesin 

coverage of the engineered surfaces; the dimensions of the largest assembled 

nanospool will be determined. 

The simulations will have 625, 1250, and 2500 microtubules randomly arranged on 

the hexagonal surface. The number of microtubules set in the simulation corresponds 

with the number of microtubules within the field-of-view of fluorescent microscopy 

images. Various trajectory persistence lengths will be explored; these will be 

characterized by 60° turn probabilities of 0.0%, 0.045%, and 4.5%. Within the 

simulations, microtubule filaments are set to have an initial length of 2.5 m, 5 m, and 
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10 m. These three lengths were selected out of a range in the distribution of 

microtubule lengths (0.8 m – 23 m) observed in the experiments of Jeune-Smith et al. 

[23]. The system size of 200 m is selected as an appropriate length scale for the 

surface dimensions, because it enables the formation of several spools per run, which 

reduces boundary effects. 

4.2.1 Simulation Parameters 

The effects of the parameters on the nanospool formations are reported in Figures 

4-6 through 4-8. The number of generated nanospools is shown to correlate with 

microtubule interactions. As the microtubule density and length are increased, the 

microtubules are more prone for collisions (Figures 4-6A and 4-7A). Increased turn 

probabilities allow more turns to occur on the lattice and ultimately self-intersection or 

intersections with other microtubules (Figure 4-8A). 

The MT length parameter greatly impacted the spool circumference, where longer 

microtubules are proportional to increased nanospool circumferences (Figure 4-7B). 

The size of the generated nanospools generated from microtubules with an initial length 

of 5m is discovered to consistent with experimental results [41,66,67], where the 

average spool circumference is 10 m [64]. Figure 4-8B confirms that decreased turn 

probability percentages yield longer nanospools. More specifically, ~95% of all the 

nanospools generated for turn probably 4.5% have a spool circumference of 2 m. In 

observing simulation output movies, the increased turn probability allows for self-

intersections where the microtubules have an increased probability of making 60o turns 

on the lattice yielding small circumference nanospools. In Figure 4-6B, the microtubule 
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density is shown not to have an impact on the nanospool circumference due to the 

small variations in the spool circumference frequencies. 

The relative locations of spools can be analyzed by computing the radial 

distribution function, g(r), in 2-D, which is defined as the ratio of the density of spools at 

separation r to the density if the spools were uniformly distributed. All of the radial 

distribution function curves in Figures 4-6C, 4-7C, and 4-8C yield a random order at 

long radial distances where g(r) = 1. However, trends are identified to characterize the 

depletion zones. Increased microtubule density, length, and turn probability parameters 

all generated smaller depletion zones. In Figure 4-7C, the radial distribution function 

curves for 5 m and 10 m nearly overlap. A difference of 10 m exists amongst their 

depletion zones, but after a radial distance of 40 m the radial distribution function 

curves overlap. 

4.2.2 Nanospool Formation Versus Time 

The number of spool formations generated as a function of time is investigated in 

Figures 4-9A and 4-9B. The simulation begins with no interactions (zero spools) and the 

number of spools quickly increases and level off to the total number of nanospools. The 

majority of the nanospools are formed within the first 60 seconds as a result of multiple 

interactions on the lattice. However, there are cases where a few microtubules have not 

formed nanospools after one minute and addition time is needed for a microtubule to 

intersect a nanospool on the surface. The trend in the number of spool formations as a 

function of time is comparable to Langmuir adsorption isotherms, where the fraction of 

surface sites of adsorbed solute molecules are measured as a function of molar 
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concentration [71]. In Figure 4-9B, a logistic function is determined to fit well with the 

spool formation trend. 

4.3 Scenario 3: Application of the Simulation Tool in the Dependence on 
Trajectory Persistence Length 

The analysis below is a joint experimental and simulation program [64]. The 

results are presented in an integrated manner so as to be most effective. The 

experiments discussed were performed in the group of Prof. H. Hess. 

4.3.1 Introduction 

‗‗How far can we push chemical self-assembly?‘‘ is one of the big questions in 

science [72]. One approach to overcome the limitations in component size, assembly 

speed and structural characteristics of chemical self-assembly is to utilize active 

transport rather than diffusion as the mechanism to achieve the recruitment and 

assembly of building blocks into a larger structure [42]. Active transport, for example 

driven by molecular motors, can move larger components faster than diffusion. Also, the 

spectrum of forces exerted during and after assembly by active transport is dramatically 

different from the spectrum of thermal forces present during and after equilibrium self-

assembly. As a result, the assembly of non-equilibrium structures, such as structures 

under high internal strain, should be possible. 

A simple model system for active self-assembly is the assembly of ‗‗sticky‘‘ 

microtubules gliding on a surface coated with kinesin motor proteins into ‗‗nanospools‘‘ 

[41,73]. Biotinylated microtubules form when thousands of biotinylated tubulin proteins 

polymerize into tubular filaments with a diameter of 25 nm and a length of several 

micrometers, and they can bind to kinesin motor proteins adhered to a surface [22]. 

When these microtubules are partially coated with streptavidin, they become ‗‗sticky‘‘ 
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because biotin–streptavidin–biotin cross-links can form. When gliding sticky 

microtubules collide, they assemble into elongated bundles. When the tip of a bundle 

encounters the middle of the bundle after a sharp turn, a ‗‗spool‘‘ begins to form (Figure 

4-10). 

These spools typically have diameters of a few micrometers, which means that 

their formation from bundles of microtubules, each having a persistence length on the 

order of millimeters [74-76], consumes a significant amount of energy. This energy 

amount on the order of thousands of kT has to be supplied by the hydrolysis of ATP and 

transduced by the motors. Spool formation is thus an ‗‗active‘‘, energy-consuming self-

assembly process, but it has to be distinguished from ‗‗dynamic self-assembly‘‘ [77], 

since the spool is stable even when the energy flow ceases. 

The first question of interest here is if the initiation of spool formation is the result 

of thermal fluctuations or the result of motor action. The answer is of considerable 

interest, because—compared to a process purely controlled by the motor action—an 

active self-assembly process which utilizes a thermally activated process as a rate-

limiting step is significantly less amenable to engineering control. The second question 

we seek to answer is: what controls the size of the spool formed? 

To answer these questions, we measure the size distribution of microtubule 

nanospools, and show, using computer simulations of gliding bundles, that thermal 

fluctuations in gliding directions result in spools which are four times larger in diameter 

than the experimentally observed spools. We then discuss the outcome of three 

alternative mechanisms of spool initiation: temporary pinning of the tip of the gliding 
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microtubule bundle at defective motors, simultaneous cross-linking of multiple 

microtubules into a ring structure, and tip binding of motors. 

In a recent publication, Liu et al. [73] proposed that spool formation results from 

bending of the tip of a microtubule or a microtubule bundle as a second microtubule 

wraps around it (due to the rotary motion of some microtubules) [78]. We have 

reenacted this process with a variety of macroscopic tubular structures and were unable 

to find any bending induced by the wrapping motion. Therefore we do not include this 

mechanism in our discussion. 

The newly developed understanding of the spool formation process can be utilized 

to optimize the active self-assembly process, for example in order to favor the 

production of long bundles over spools. 

4.3.2 Experimental Results 

After biotin/streptavidin-covered microtubules adhere in random orientations to the 

kinesin-coated surface, they are transported by the kinesin motors at a velocity of 0.6–

0.8 m s-1, and collide with and bind to each other forming extended linear bundles. 

These ‗‗nanowires‘‘ continue to glide on the surface and within 20 min have mostly 

morphed into circular aggregates (‗‗nanospools‘‘, Figure 4-11). Several hundreds of 

these spools are imaged (in different fields of view and different experiments). 

While the imaging of the spools is typically conducted only after the formation of 

the spools has been completed in order to avoid interference of the fluorescence 

excitation light with the assembly process, times-lapse images are collected in some 

experiments. 
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From these time-lapse data, it is apparent that the spool formation is often initiated 

by the pinning of the microtubule tip to the surface (Figures 4-11B and 4-11C). These 

pinning events are well-known [65] and typically attributed to a defective kinesin motor. 

In a previous study they occurred on average once every 750 m along the path of a 

microtubule [46]. 

A second formation mechanism (Figure 4-11D) was observed only after being 

discovered in simulations of the assembly process (simulations described below). Three 

(or more) microtubules approaching each other simultaneously can cross-link in a 

triangular shape, which then relaxes into a circular shape over time. This process is 

favored in the first few seconds of the assembly process, when microtubule surface 

densities are highest. The length distribution of microtubules and microtubule bundles is 

determined by manually measuring the length of the structures observed in several 

experiments using image analysis software. 

The size distribution of the spools which have formed after at least 20 min peaks 

at a circumference of about 10 m, and exponentially decays towards larger sizes 

(Figure 4-12B). Spools with circumferences smaller than 6 m are not observed. The 

circumference is used as a metric here, since some of the larger spools are asymmetric, 

making the determination of a diameter more ambiguous. To obtain a sufficient number 

of spools for a statistical analysis, we have pooled the data from four separate 

experiments with streptavidin concentrations during assembly of 5–20 nM. The spool 

images of the four experiments were qualitatively the same. 

The appropriate choice for the microtubule persistence length is an interesting 

question, since the microtubule is a complex mechanical structure whose stiffness 
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depends on the experimental context [74,79-81]. Pampaloni et al. explained their 

observations of a length-dependent persistence length by the limited longitudinal 

displacement between adjacent protofilaments enabled by bending lateral bonds [74]. 

This limited displacement conveys high flexibility to a bending microtubule as long as 

the bending requires only small displacements between tubulins in adjacent 

protofilaments (applies to a large radius of curvature or a short microtubule). The 

microtubule stiffens when bending increases as the lateral bonds cannot accommodate 

the displacement by bending alone. In our case, we believe that the large bending of the 

microtubule during spool formation results in a stiff response with a large persistence 

length of 5 mm [76]. The persistence length of the microtubule also has to be 

distinguished from the smaller persistence length of the microtubule trajectory (0.1 mm) 

which results from small fluctuations of the microtubule tip only and is employed in the 

off-lattice simulations described above. Under these assumptions for Lp, F, , and w, a 

minimal spool diameter of ~2 m (circumference of ~6 m) is obtained, in good 

agreement with previous observations [65,82]. 

A novel simulation code [83] enables the simulation of hundreds of microtubules 

gliding on a surface and interacting with each other. In the simulation, microtubules 

represented as segmented chains move on a triangular lattice with periodic boundary 

conditions and bind to each other at each collision (lattice size 2400   2400, segment 

size 80 nm, initially 1250 microtubules of 5 m length, results averaged over 200 runs 

with 3,000 seconds). 

Surprisingly, a random distribution of microtubules of average length and surface 

density similar to the microtubule population used in the experiment evolves into spools 
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with a size distribution which is very close to the experimentally observed size 

distribution (Figure 4-13), even if—unlike in the experiments—the microtubules are 

confined to movements on straight lines (unless they meet another microtubule and join 

it). However, spool formation is mostly complete within the first minute of simulated 

microtubule movement. 

Since in these simulations microtubules cannot turn by themselves, and since 

pinning events are not part of the simulation, the formation of spools in these 

simulations is entirely the result of simultaneous collisions between multiple 

microtubules. The obtained size distribution makes intuitive sense: it is unlikely that 

three or more microtubules meet at their tips and create a tiny spool; it is highly likely 

that they meet somewhere in their middles and create a spool with a circumference of 

three times half the average microtubule length; it becomes increasingly unlikely that 

very long microtubules or microtubule bundles (which are rare) participate in the 

simultaneous collision to create large spools. 

4.3.3 Discussion  

The experimentally determined distribution of spool circumferences (Figure 4-13) 

is in good agreement with previous observations [41,66,67,73,84,85], even though the 

morphology of spools obtained by cross-linking with streptavidin is somewhat different 

from the morphology of spools obtained by cross-linking with streptavidin-functionalized 

quantum dots [67,73]. Specifically, the formation of broad spools with significantly 

different inner and outer diameters is less prominent here. 

Our off-lattice simulations of the loop formation process (Figure 4-11D—Brownian 

bending) reveal that the selection bias towards smaller loops due to the limited length of 

the microtubule bundles is capable of producing surprisingly small spools 
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(circumferences of 100–200 m) compared to the average size of the loops in the 

trajectory. However, the experimentally observed spools are still smaller (circumference 

< 40 m), so that spool formation due to thermal fluctuations in the gliding direction 

cannot account for the experimental observations. Furthermore, the off-lattice simulation 

is likely to overestimate the frequency of occurrence of small loops, because it does not 

consider the increasing microtubule stiffness due to prior bending suggested by 

Pampaloni et al. [74]. 

In contrast, the analytical modeling of a mechanism dependent on the mechanical 

work exerted by the motors, specifically the bending of the microtubule against the 

stationary tip pinned by a defective motor (Figure 4-11D—pinning at defect), produces a 

picture in accord with the experimental observations. The absence of very small spools 

(<6 m circumference) is explained as a result of the inability of the motors holding the 

bending microtubule to provide sufficient attachment force. The declining frequency of 

larger spools is due to the declining prevalence of sufficiently long microtubule bundles. 

These considerations do not take into account the detailed mechanics of the ‗spool 

formation by pinning‘ process. For example, we have observed microtubule tips which 

remain attached to the pinning motor during the entire spool formation process; an 

event which results in small spools. We have also observed release of microtubule tips 

from the pinning motor before a spool has fully formed, and only the subsequent 

collision of the bent front section with the center or tail section of the microtubule 

resulted in the formation of a larger spool. A more detailed modeling of the pinning 

process also has to account for the dynamic changes in the length distribution of 

microtubules and microtubule bundles within the first minute of the experiment. In 
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combination, the increasing number of free parameters of such a model is not likely to 

lead to a proportional increase in our understanding. 

The picture is complicated by the identification of the ‗simultaneous sticking‘ route 

to spool formation (Figure 4-11D—simultaneous sticking). Lattice simulations show that 

the cross-linking of three or more filaments into closed, ring-like structures which 

evolves into a circular spool can lead to a size distribution similar to the experimentally 

observed size distribution. The ‗simultaneous sticking‘ process is expected to scale with 

the third power of the microtubule surface density, which makes it most likely to occur 

before significant bundling of microtubules took place. Unfortunately, these first few 

seconds of the assembly process are difficult to image with our current experimental 

setup. 

The cross-linking of two microtubules at their tips (Figure 4-11D—tip binding) can 

in principle give rise to a curved structure if the microtubule velocities are different, but 

spools of small diameters are expected to result from this process. No distinct peak is 

observed in the experimental data, and the small probability of such tip binding events 

makes it unlikely that this is a major contribution to spool formation. 

The balance between ‗spool formation by simultaneous sticking‘ and ‗spool 

formation by pinning‘ is greatly affected by microtubule density. High density, implying 

frequent simultaneous collisions, favors the former, while low density, implying large 

distances between collisions and a high likelihood often countering a defective motor, 

favors the latter. However, both processes lead to similar spool size distributions, which 

make questions about the specific route less pressing. 
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The key insight is that spool formation is not activated by a Brownian ratchet type 

process, where rare and thermally activated bending events lead to spool formation. 

This result is important, because the fact that the formation of spools requires a 

significant amount of mechanical work to bend the microtubules is in itself not proof that 

it could not be accomplished by thermally activated self-assembly. The formation of 

biotin–streptavidin bonds releases free energy, which could conceivably cause a 

microtubule or microtubule bundle to step-by-step (or bond-by-bond) wrap around itself 

once a spool has been initiated by thermal fluctuations. Spool formation by thermal 

fluctuations can indeed lead to spools much smaller than the persistence length of the 

microtubules, as our simulations have shown, but not small enough to explain the 

experimental observations. Instead, our investigation has determined that the primary 

spool formation mechanisms are ‗simultaneous collisions‘ and ‗pinning‘. 

Our second goal was to identify a mechanism to control the spool size. 

Manipulation of the system parameters, such as initial microtubule density and length as 

well as kinesin density, can be expected to modify the spool size distribution. However, 

since spool size and size distribution seems to be very similar indifferent experiments 

under different conditions from different laboratories, the effects are likely to be small. 

This agrees with our analysis which shows that two very different formation 

mechanisms lead to very similar size distributions. The most productive approach to 

controlling spool size is likely to suppress ‗spool formation by pinning‘ as well as ‗spool 

formation by simultaneous sticking‘, and to guide the microtubule motion towards loops 

of defined sizes, for example in guiding channels [86]. 
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The broad technology trends towards miniaturized device sand complex materials 

create the need for advances in assembly methods beyond thermally activated self-

assembly (also known as chemistry when the components are molecules) and robotics. 

Active self-assembly has the potential to make a contribution, and the 

kinesin/microtubule model system can be used to identify the principles underlying this 

approach. 

4.4 Summary 

Biotinylated microtubules partially coated with streptavidin gliding on surface-

adhered kinesin motor proteins form linear ―nanowire‖ and circular ―nanospool‖ 

structures. We have presented a Cellular Automaton simulation technique that models 

the kinetics of microtubule gliding and interactions. The analysis of the motion allows 

statistically meaningful data to be obtained which can be compared to experimental 

results, and aid in understanding the formation process of these nanostructures. With 

this simulation tool, multiple scenarios of interest, including those without any current 

experimental realization, can be modeled quickly while varying the critical mechanistic 

parameters. Of course, the current simulations cannot capture all aspects of the 

experiments. The complex shape of spools is typically not observed experimentally, 

because spools tend to relax to a circular state to minimize their internal stresses. 

Experimental observations of a preference for a direction of rotation have also not be 

investigated, because the chirality of the microtubule lattice is not modeled here [85]. 

However, a wealth of new insights into the assembly process has already been 

generated. 
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Figure 4-1. Image of a simulated nanospool with a circumference of 39.84 m, and 
composed of 449 microtubules all occupying the same lattice positions. Not 
all 449 microtubules and their positions are reflected in the simulation in order 
that attention can be focused on the formation of the nanostructures. Regions 
of overlap from the microtubules are expressed above in the multitude of 
colors within the nanospool. 
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Figure 4-2. Initial, intermediate and final state of a representative simulation: Initially 200 

microtubule filaments are randomly arranged on an 80 m x 80m hexagonal 
lattice. At time step 350 (35 seconds) some nanowire and nanospool 
structures have formed. At time step 50,000 (5,000 seconds) the simulation is 
complete and only nanospool structures remain. 
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Figure 4-3. Formation of a simulated nanospool. At time step 10 (1 second), A nanowire 

is approaching intersection with itself at a body subunit. At time step 12 (1.2 
seconds) intersection takes place. Upon intersection, the head subunit 
corresponds to the point of intersection where the microtubule merges to 
begin to form a nanospool. There is an overlap in lattice positions. 
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Figure 4-4. Confirmation of the turn probability values calculated from microtubule 

movement within the simulation with the initial condition parameters set by the 
users. Within this example, the microtubule is set to take on 60o turns 4.5% of 
the on the hexagonal lattice. (All microtubules are restricted in moving in the 
backwards direction on itself.) The sum of the total movements (forward 
direction, 60o turns, and 120o turns) should equal the product of the number of 
microtubules and time steps. The percentage of the number of sixty and one 
hundred twenty degree turns should equal the initial turn probability 
percentage dictated by the user. 
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Figure 4-5. Analysis of the output from 200 simulation runs on a grid of size 200 m x 

200 m with 1250 microtubule chains, a uniform 5 m microtubule length, and 
a turn probability of 0.045%. The number of nanospools formed per run 
fluctuates and can be fitted with a Poisson distribution. The distribution of 

spool circumferences peaks at 12 m. A second peak near a circumference 

of 200 m is due to the periodic boundary conditions and stems from spools 
spanning the whole simulation area. The radial distribution function describes 
the distribution of spool locations on the surface. Radial distribution functions 
are calculated for each of the 200 runs.  
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Figure 4-6. The effect on the simulation output as the MT density is varied. The 
simulation output includes: (a) number of spools generated; (b) spool 
circumference; (c) radial distribution function is analyzed. The simulation was 

performed on a 200 m x 200m surface for 10,000 seconds.  
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Figure 4-7. The effect on the simulation output as the MT length is varied. The 
simulation output includes: (a) number of spools generated; (b) spool 
circumference; (c) radial distribution function is analyzed. The simulation was 

performed on a 200 m x 200m surface for 10,000 seconds.  
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Figure 4-8. The effect on the simulation output as the MT turn probability is varied. The 
simulation output includes: (a) number of spools generated; (b) spool 
circumference; (c) radial distribution function is analyzed. The simulation was 

performed on a 200 m x 200m surface for 10,000 seconds.  
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Figure 4-9. Analysis of the number of nanospools generated versus time from one 

simulation trial on surface with 200 m x 200 m dimensions, 1250 

microtubule chains, a uniform 5 m microtubule length, and a turn probability 
of 0.045%: (a) the number of spools generated in the first 10,000 seconds; (b) 
the number of spools generated within the first 200 seconds. The number of 
spools formed was fit with a logistic fit.  
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Figure 4-10. Description of previous studies describing interactions proposed to initiate 

nanospool structures. (a) Microtubules are polymerized from  tubulin 
dimers functionalized with biotin linkers. Partial coverage of these linkers with 
tetravalent streptavidin enables cross-linking of microtubules. (b) Kinesin 
motor proteins adsorbed to the surface transport these ‗‗sticky‘‘ microtubules 
using ATP as a source of chemical energy. (c) Collisions between sticky 
microtubules lead to the formation of elongated bundles and finally spools. (d) 
Initiation of spool formation from microtubule bundles can potentially result 
from thermally activated fluctuations in the direction of the microtubule 
movement (Brownian bending), pinning at defective kinesin motors, 
simultaneous aggregation into a ring-like structure, or tip-binding of 
microtubules moving at different velocities. Reproduced from Reference [64].  
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Figure 4-11. Experimental images of nanospool formations. (a) Aggregation of 
microtubules leads to the formation of spools of different sizes. (b and c) 
Pinning of the leading tip of a microtubule bundle initiates spool formation. (d) 
Simultaneous collisions of three (or more) microtubule bundles form triangular 
structures relaxing into circular spools. Reproduced from Reference [64].  
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Figure 4-12. Experimental size distribution of spool circumference was measured for 
607 spools. Reproduced from Reference [64]. 
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Figure 4-13. Comparison amongst experimental and simulation nanospool 
circumference length distributions. Initial (a) and final (b) snapshots of a run of 
the lattice simulation of microtubule spools formation. (c) Comparison 
between spool circumference distributions of spools formed in the lattice 
simulation (red hashed bars) and experimentally observed distribution of 
spool circumferences (grey bars, normalized). Reproduced from Reference 
[64].
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CHAPTER 5 
POLYTHIOPHENE THIN FILM GROWTH VIA SURFACE MODIFICATIONS 

5.1 Thin Films 

Collision-induced reactions are commonly used to treat material surfaces. They 

involve an incident particle and a target, where the incident particle is composed of 

functional materials of interest and the target is thiophene. The particles are typically 

accelerated at high velocities with incident energies that range from fractions of an eV to 

10 MeV [87-89]. Particles accelerated at hyper-thermal energies typically come from 

sources such as plasma [90], laser beams [91], or ion beams [92]. A variety of 

interactions are possible, including the chemical modification of the surface and the 

deposition of thin films [93-96]. The properties of the thin films are engineered by 

controlling how the particles approach and interact with the substrate. 

5.2 Growth of Organic Films 

Organic thin films are used in a range of applications such as light emitting diodes, 

field effect transistors, photovoltaics, sensor films, recording materials and rechargeable 

batteries [12]. The films are commonly grown from the vapor phase by thermal and 

physical deposition. Thermal deposition methods include: plasma, laser beam, or ion 

beam methods [71,97]. Physical deposition involves solution-based methods such as 

spin-coating, casting, and printing [98-100]. Direct thermal deposition uses low 

molecular weight oligomers or polymers which degrade and produce gaseous species. 

These species deposit on the substrate surface yielding the thin film. In other physical 

solution-based methods, thin films are generated through the self-assembly of 

molecules [101,102]. 
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Both direct thermal deposition and solution-based physical deposition methods 

grow thin films but each method has its own set of limitations. For example, small 

molecules from the degradation of polymers and oligomers condense from the gaseous 

state into the chambers of the thermal deposition apparatus due to their low molecular 

weight. In addition, the thickness of thin films is difficult to manage in solution-based 

physical deposition methods due to a lack in control of ordering of the molecules. The 

thickness of thin films usually ranges from a monolayer at a few nanometers; however, 

the thin film thickness produced from solution-based methods surpasses a few 

monolayers. The maximum thickness of a thin film is several micrometers [71]. 

5.3 Organic Material Surface Modification 

As deposited material comes into contact with the target surface, interactions take 

place that chemically modify the surface. Modifications are primarily made using plasma 

and ion-beam deposition [103-105]. Plasma, an ionized gas with a minimum of one 

dissociated ion from an atom, molecule, or cluster, is generated from the collisions of 

accelerated particles [94,106]. Accelerated particles react with the target allowing 

components to deposit and modify the target. Plasma treatment offers advantages to 

thin films where modifications can be confined to the depth of several hundred 

angstroms in the surface layer without modifying the bulk properties of the polymer. 

Additional advantages include the fact that alterations made in the surface are fairly 

uniform and changes can be made to the surfaces of all polymers, regardless of their 

structures and chemical reactivity [94]. However, there are disadvantages to plasma 

deposition where specie identification becomes a challenge due to the complex 

environment in which numerous association and dissociation reactions take place. 

Additional disadvantages include increased cost of operation due to the need to operate 
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under vacuum conditions and the lack of uniform settings that could be used for 

treatment in all material systems [94]. 

Ion-beam deposition performs the same function as the plasma in the deposition 

of thin films onto the target but a different mechanism is used. High-energy ions are 

created under vacuum by an ion source and accelerated by a voltage to form a beam 

[107]. The ions collide with the atoms of the polymeric material producing vacancies in 

the outer layer of the polymer. Consequently, the ions become implanted in the vacancy 

locations. Consequently, an outer layer forms yielding a thin film [107]. The energy of 

the ion beam can be increased, past the vaporization point, to permit the removal of the 

material to later redeposit and form a thin film. The microstructure of the deposited film 

can have novel properties such as reduced grain size, the presence of metastable 

phases, and improved mechanical properties [108]. 

Ions also transfer energy to a material as interactions between the ions and 

materials occur. Ion beams at low energies do not penetrate deeply into polymer 

surfaces, whereas at high energies the ions can penetrate up to several micrometers 

into a treated polymer [109]. For example, an ion beam with energies in the range of a 

few hundred kilovolt range penetrate a treated material to the depth of 1-10 m [110]. 

However, there are additional factors that affect the penetration depth of ions in addition 

to their energies. These include the ion mass and the nature of the polymeric material 

(molecular weight, crystallinity, and cross-linking). In general, ions with the highest 

energy and lightest mass possess the highest penetration depth [107]. 

Ion beams offer the advantage of low processing temperatures, prevention of heat 

damage, and yielding localized polymer surface modifications. There is additional 
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control in the ion specie composition of the resulting beam, where desired ions used are 

isolated and sorted by mass selection for surface modification and deposition 

treatments in a material [111]. On the other hand, ion beams are very energetic and can 

modify the polymer surface properties, leading to excessive surface modifications, 

unnecessary chemical reactions, and possible surface damage [107]. 

5.4 Surface Polymerization by Ion-Assisted Deposition 

The surface polymerization by ion-assisted deposition (SPIAD) method is an 

alternative experimental technique used to combat the limitations from thermal and 

physical deposition in the deposition of thin films. Most importantly, SPIAD can 

manipulate thin films grown to yield desired properties. Hyper-thermal polyatomic ions, 

such as C4H4S
+, C3H3

+, CHS+, C2H2S
+, C3H5

+, and neutrals are simultaneously 

deposited in vacuum to form the thin films [13,112]. SPIAD offers flexibility in the use 

polyatomic ions because they can be mass-selected or non-mass-selected. Mass-

selected ions are used in studies of physical forces, where ions are controlled. Non-

mass-selected ions are used in prototype manufacturing processes. SPIAD offers an 

advantage in producing a multitude of thin films that can be engineered by varying 

features such as the ion energy, ion structure, ion/neutral ratio, neutral structure, and 

substrate temperature [113]. Properties of the thin film properties such as the 

morphology, electronic structure, film thickness, and properties of the target material 

can be optimized [14,15,112]. SPIAD allows fine-tuning of the thin film optical band 

gaps, alterations in the optoelectronics of the thin film through chemical changes, and 

morphological changes [13,15]. 

This dissertation will examine collision-induced reactions in the gas-phase to focus 

on the surface polymerization of polythiophene thin films by ion-assisted deposition. 
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Polythiophene, a conductive polymer, is attracting much interest due to its ability to 

remain stable at high temperatures and because its molecular structure can be readily 

transfigured to achieve desired electronic properties [7]. Chemical reactions of 

thiophene with organic molecules are of interest to chemically modify thermally 

deposited coatings or thin films of conductive polymers. However, thermally deposited 

polymeric thin films degrade in response to mechanical deformation and extreme 

thermal fluctuations [8-10]. Chemical modification is one way to stabilize these films 

without substantially altering their electronic and molecular structure. 

Modifications have been made to thiophene with SPIAD by Hanley and co-workers 

[11-15]. In this approach, thiophene ion deposition is combined with simultaneous 

dosing of -terthiophene vapor to achieve the appropriate level of modification while 

maintaining performance. In particular, beams of mass selected thiophene ions at 60 nA 

are produced by electron impact, which causes chemical reactions to take place. This 

method produces polythiophene films with desired optoelectronic properties that largely 

maintain the monomer‘s chemical structure [14]. The SPIAD approach provides control 

over polymerization and thermal film growth through sputtering, bond breakage, 

energetic mixing, and other processes [15,114]. The initial impact of SPIAD allows for 

the polyatomic ions to interact only with the top few nanometers of the surface. As a 

result, there is tremendous control of the nanoscale morphology [114,115]. Importantly, 

SPIAD results in selective polymerization to stabilize the thin film, where the 

polythiophene films produced display fluorescence in the UV/vis region, an important 

property of conducting polymers [115]. 
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Ab initio methods will be used to investigate reactive systems involving thiophene 

and small hydrocarbon radicals. The results will provide insights into the chemical 

processes that occur in the chemical modification processes described above. In 

particular, a series of calculations within the GAUSSIAN03 program [116] are used to 

calculate the thermochemistry of reactions from the enthalpy of formation, and to 

identify the corresponding transition states. In addition, we consider the influence of the 

level of theory used in the results by evaluating the performance of various hybrid 

functional methods. 
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CHAPTER 6 
HYBRID FUNCTIONAL METHODS 

6.1 Basic Quantum Mechanics to the Schrödinger Equation 

6.1.1 Time-Independent Schrödinger Equation 

The electronic structure of a material is determined by calculating the energy 

associated with the collection of atoms that make up the material, their electrons, and its 

structure. Solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation (Equation 6-1) allows the 

lowest energy state, the ground energy, to be determined, where H is the Hamiltonian 

operator,   is the electronic wave function of the spatial coordinates of all electrons, and 

E is the ground state energy. 

 ̂          (6-1) 

The wave function   describes the properties of many electrons; the wave function 

of a single atom cannot be identified without considering the interactions of all the 

electrons associated with the atom with each other. The standard interpretation is that 

the product of     (where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate) represents 

the spatial distribution of the electron probability density. 

6.1.2 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 

The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation [117] can be applied to the time-

independent Schrödinger equation in order to solve for the wave function. The mass of 

a nucleon (proton or neutron) is ~1800 times that of an electron. The approximation 

allows for the separation of the electronic and nuclear components. The positions of the 

nucleus are assumed fixed [118] and their interactions and kinetic energy is not 

calculated. Instead, the motion of the electrons are accounted for [119] and the ground 

state energy of the electrons are expressed as a function of the atomic positions [120]. 
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In the time-independent Schrödinger equation, the Hamiltonian is now represented 

as three components: the kinetic energy of each electron, the interaction between each 

electron and the collection of atomic nuclei, and the interaction energy among the 

electrons respectively, as given in Equation 6-2 [120]. The mass of an electron is 

represented as me; i and j refer to the electrons, A represents the nuclei, Z represents 

the charge of the nucleus is the radial position of an electron, and N is the total number 

of electrons. 

 ̂ = 
   

   
 ∑ (  

 )
 

   
  ∑

   
 

       
     ∑ ∑

  

       
   

 
         (6-2) 

The potential energy surface diagram can be extracted as the nuclei positions are 

varied in small steps and the Schrödinger equation is solved for the ground state 

energy. Without the Born–Oppenheimer approximation there would be a lack in the 

concepts of the potential energy surface, equilibrium, and transition state geometries 

[118]. 

6.2 Approaches to Approximate Solutions in the Schrödinger Equation  

6.2.1 Hartree Product 

Single-electron approximations are used in the Hartree product to calculate the 

wave function for in an N-electron system. The total wave function is represented as 

eigenfunctions of single-electron spin orbitals in Equation 6-3, which includes the spatial 

coordinates of electron positions, x1, where i and j denote the specific electron and its 

spin state for all N electrons. 

         (x    x )       (x )   (x )     (x )   (6-3) 

The Hartree product is not a good approximation of the total wave function 

because it is not antisymmetric as required for a Fermion [119]. 
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6.2.2 Hartree-Fock (HF) Approximation 

The Hartree-Fock, HF, approximation incorporates antisymmetry among 

interchange of electrons that the Hartree Product lacks. In the Hartree-Fock method the 

wave function is approximated as single-electron functions where the exact solution of 

the wave function is determined from the Schrödinger equation [120]. More specifically, 

the complete wave function is approximated as a single Slater determinant. A Slater 

determinant is used in Equation 6-4 [120] to obtain a better approximation for the 

wavelength. 

    
 

√ 
  e  [

  (x )   (x )

  (x )   (x )
]   

 

√ 
  e  [  (x )  (x )      (x )  (x )]  (6-4) 

  

The determinant of a matrix is solved for the single-electron wave functions as 

shown in Equation 6-4 for two electrons. In the equation there is a normalization factor 

of 
 

√ 
 and a built-in electron exchange implicitly where a sign change occurs each time 

two electrons are exchanged [120]. All of the single-particle wave functions in the N-

electron system are combined according to the antisymmetry rule, which is the Pauli 

Exclusion Principle [118]. 

In HF, the total electron wave function is a Slater determinant of the spin orbitals 

from the N single-electron equations. The spin orbitals are approximated in Equation 6-

5 using expansion coefficients, αj,i, and a finite set of functions, Φi(x), also known as a 

basis set. 

  (x)   ∑       (x)
 
         (6-5) 

An infinite basis set would converge to the exact wave function but at an infinite 

computational expense. Therefore, in practice, a finite basis is used. A larger basis 

approximates the true wave function better but it is computationally costly; a smaller 
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basis set is more computationally efficient but worse at approximating the true wave 

function. 

The Hamiltonian in the HF Equation (6-6) is composed of three terms: term one 

represents the Coulombic interactions amongst nuclei, where A and B denote the nuclei 

(this term does not depend on the electrons); term two,   , is the sum of the kinetic 

energy of the electron and the potential energy of the Coulomb attraction between the 

nuclei and electron n. This term is defined as 
   

   
  ∑

   

   
 
 ; term three is the Coulombic 

repulsion interactions amongst electron pairs. 
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Figure 6-1 highlights the iterative procedure used to solve for the wave function in the 

Hartree-Fock Approximation, while Equation (6-7) combines all of the components 

within the Hartree-Fock Approximation to solve for the ground state energy in the 

Schrödinger equation, where     is the potential energy that accounts for repulsion 

between nuclei (Equation 6-8),     is the kinetic energy for non-interacting electrons 

(Equation 6-9),    is the potential energy of the Coulombic attraction between electrons 

and nuclei (Equation 6-9), and     is the potential energy of the Coulombic interactions 

of electron-electron interactions (Equation 6-10). 
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6.2.3 Density Functional Theorem (DFT) Methods: Hohenberg-Kohn and Kohn-
Sham 

Density Functional Theory, DFT, is an approach used to understand the ground 

state properties of matter at the level of individual atoms [120]. Three spatial variables 

for each electron total to 3N variables to be taken into account for a system [118]. The 

summation of these interactions causes the calculation to be a many-bodied problem. 

DFT is centered on its use of functionals, a function of a function, of the electron 

density. The reduction in computation time that this provides offers advantages in 

electronic calculations; however, the system size of a material is limited to a several 

hundred atoms. DFT is able to probe a large a variety of details, including structures, 

vibrational frequencies, atomization energies, ionization energies, electric and magnetic 

properties, reaction paths, and enthalpies of formation. 

6.2.3.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems 

Pierre Hohenberg and Walter Kohn provided a mechanism to solve the 

Schrödinger equation for the electron density instead of the wave function. There are as 

many electron wave functions as there are atoms; however, there is only one atomic 

density; both are functions of position. This is done to minimize the number of variables 

to solve for in the Schrödinger equation. In solving for the wave function there are 3N 

variables, and the electron density accounts for 3 spatial coordinates. As a result of 

building the approach around the electron density, the ground state energy can be 

calculated, thereby providing an approximate solution to the Schrödinger equation. The 

ground state energy is represented as a functional of the electron density, where EGround 

State = E[n(r)]. The ground state energy is determined from the electron density due to a 
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1:1 mapping between the ground state energy and the electron density [120]. The 

electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional defined in Equations 

6-11 and 6-12 is the true electron density that solves for the full solution of the 

Schrödinger equation [120]. 

              ,*  +-         ,*  +-      ,*  +-   (6-11) 
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The ground state energy is defined to have known and exchange correlation 

components in Equation 6-8. The known energy component in Equation 6-9 accounts 

for the kinetic energy of electrons, Coulombic interactions amongst the electrons and 

atomic nuclei, Coulombic interactions between electron pairs, and Coulombic 

interactions amongst nuclei pairs. The exchange-correlation functional,     ,*  +-, in 

Equation 6-8 is not uniquely defined but it is recognized to include all quantum 

mechanical effects that are not included in the known energy component [120]. 

6.2.3.2 Kohn-Sham equation 

The Kohn-Sham equation (6-13) provides a mechanism to find an approximation 

to the correct electron density with the purpose of minimizing the total energy of the 

functional. The single electron wave functions depend only on three spatial variables, 

  (r). The components of the Hamiltonian in the Kohn-Sham equation respectively 

include: 
   

  
   
 , the kinetic energy of electrons (Equation 6-13);  ( ), a Coulombic 

interaction amongst an electron and a collection of atomic nuclei (Equation 6-14);   , 

the Hartree potential (Equation 6-15) represents a Coulomb repulsion between an 

electron and the total electron density by all electrons in the system. Part of    includes 

a self-interaction contribution because the electron contributes to the total electron 
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density;    ( )  the exchange-correlation term that represents interactions amongst the 

electrons (Equation 6-16). The exchange-correlation term is the functional derivative of 

the exchange-correlation energy. It is used as a correction for self-interactions amongst 

electrons, and provides correlation and exchange to single electron equations. An 

iterative process outlined in Figure 6-2, involving the electron density, the Hartree 

potential, and the single-electron wave functions, is used to solve the Kohn-Sham 

equations [120]. The ground state is determined by minimizing the energy of the energy 

functional in Equation 6-11 to find a self-consistent solution to single-electron equations 

[120]. 

0
   

  
  
   ( )    ( )     ( )1   (r) =     ( )   (6-13) 

V(r) = ∫ ( ) ( )         (6-14) 
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|     ́|
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    (6-15) 

     
    

  ( )
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6.2.4 Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of HF vs DFT methods 

Hartree-Fock methods offer the advantage over DFT in providing the exact 

solution of the Schrödinger equation to a simplified problem. However, a major 

weakness to the Hartree-Fock Approximation is that it neglects electron correlation, 

which is physically incorrect and can lead to large deviations from experimental results 

[120]. Post-Hartree–Fock methods have been developed to include electron correlation 

to the multi-electron wave function. For example, Møller–Plesset perturbation theory 

treats correlation as a perturbation [121]. 
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An uncertainty is always present in DFT calculations since exact solutions are not 

known [120]. DFT is based on the electron density, which is a property that has a clear 

physical realization, as compared to the electron wave functions whose physical 

interpretation is less obvious. The wave function in the Hartree-Fock method becomes 

more complicated mathematically as the number of electrons increases. In DFT, the 

density depends only on three variables that are based on the spatial x-y-z coordinates 

of the individual electron, scaling N3, instead of N4 from the wave function, where N 

represents the total number of electrons in a system [120]. The fewer variables allows 

DFT to be computationally efficient. There are a number of different DFT methods with 

different forms for the functional. Some functionals work well for some systems; while 

others work best for other systems. For example, the Becke 3-Parameter (Exchange), 

Lee, Yang and Parr correlation (B3LYP) functional performs in an appropriate manner 

for transition metal applications but not for organic compounds [122-125]. DFT also 

limits the number of atoms to examine in a system to a few hundred due to computation 

expense. DFT also generates inaccurate results when there are weak wan der Waals 

attractions between atoms and molecules. 

6.3 Hierarchy of Approximations 

The exchange-correlation functional must be defined in the Kohn-Sham equations 

in order to solve for the electron density in the Schrödinger equation; however, defining 

this term is difficult. Different approximations of the exchange-correlation functional are 

used in the Kohn-Sham equations. More specifically, there is a hierarchy of functionals 

which include more detailed information. The hierarchy from the least physical 

information added toward the method that can comes closest to an exact solution to the 

Schrödinger equation includes Linear Density Approximation (LDA), Generalized 
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Gradient Approximation (GGA), Meta-Generalized Gradient Approximation (Meta-GGA), 

and Hyper-Generalized Gradient Approximation (Hyper-GGA). Each approximation in 

the hierarchy has several functionals in each stage [120]. 

LDA approximates the exchange-correlation from the local electron density. The 

electron density is assumed to be constant and the exchange-correlation potential is 

defined in Equation 6-17, where the exchange correlation potential for a spatially 

uniform electron gas is the same density as the local electron density. The GGA 

functional incorporates more information than the LDA functional; the electron density is 

slowly varied and the correlation function accounts for the local electron density and the 

gradient in the electron density in Equation 6-18. The meta-GGA functional differs from 

the GGA functional with the addition the Laplacian of the electron density in Equation 6-

19. The kinetic energy of the Kohn-Sham orbitals as shown in Equation 6-20 contains 

the same information as the Laplacian of the electron density, and can be used as a 

substation in some meta-GGA functions. Hyper-GGA functionals are composed of a 

mixture of the exact exchange derived from the exact exchange energy density in 

Equation 6-21 and a GGA exchange functional. The exchange functional is nonlocal 

and evaluated over all spatial locations. 
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6.3.1 Hybrid Functionals 

Functionals that incorporate DFT and HF are referred to as Hybrid functionals. 

There are two categories for Hybrid functionals that will be the main focus of discussion 

in this chapter: Hybrid-GGA and Hybrid-meta-GGA functionals. Hybrid-GGA functionals 

combine an exact change with a GGA functional, while the Hybrid-meta-GGA functional 

incorporates exact change with a meta-GGA functional. The Hybrid-GGA functionals of 

interest will be the Becke 3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) Hybrid functional and 

the Becke's 1998 revisions to B97 (B98) functional, and the meta-GGA functional is the 

Boese and Martin's τ-dependent hybrid (BMK) functional.  

6.3.2 Becke 3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) Hybrid Functional 

The Becke 3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) Hybrid functional is the most 

commonly used hybrid-functional due to its flexibility for use in several environments. In 

the B3LYP functional, the exchange-correlation energy is composed of the four terms in 

Equation 6-22 [126]. The first term is the local spin density (LSDA) factor [127] of the 

exchange energy density,    
    , which is the Hartree-Fock exchange energy of an 

inhomogeneous many-electron system of a uniform electron gas (Equation 6-23). The σ 

signifies the electron spin state [128]. The LSDA factor usually underestimates the 

exchange energies for atomic and molecular systems by approximately 10%; The 

second term replaces some of the electron-gas exchange with the exact exchange, 

where the   
      represents the exact exchange energy (Equation 6-24). The Becke‘s 

1988 gradient,    
    [128], accounts for correction to the LSDA factor in the third term 

(Equation 6-25); The fourth term,    
    , is the 1991 Perdew and Wang gradient 

correction for correlation, where   ( ) = 0.004235,   = 
(      )

 
 is the local polarization of 
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the electrons, and n is the density of electrons (Equation 6-26) [129]. Physical 

information is embedded into the B3LYP functional with semi empirical 

coefficients,  ,  ,  , which are fit to experimental data. The values of the coefficients 

are respectively listed as: 0.2, 0.72, and 0.81 [126]. 
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6.3.3 Boese and Martin's τ-dependent (BMK) Hybrid Functional 

The Boese and Martin's τ-dependent hybrid functional (BMK) was developed to 

examine reaction mechanisms [130]. The BMK exchange correlation energy has two 

exchange terms,      (Equation 6-28) and        (Equation 6-29), a correlation term,   , 

(Equation 6-30) and a term that includes the product of the Hartree-Fock exchange 

energy [118] and a mixing coefficient,  , (Equation 6-31). In the BMK functional, the 

zeroth-order exchange coefficient         
(Equation 6-32) varies from 1.1 (at 0% HF 

exchange) to about 0.4 (at 50% HF exchange), and the          
 coefficient (Equation 6-

33) changes from near zero (0.001) at 0% HF exchange to - 0.38 at 50% HF exchange. 

Both coefficients contribute most to the overall exchange-correlation energies. Details 

regarding the kinetics of a reaction are extracted through the kinetic energy density,   , 

(6-23) (6-24) (6-25) (6-26) 
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which is defined Equation 6-34 is used and contributes to the exchange-correlation 

energy. Equations 6-35 through 6-40 define variables that are components of Equations 

6-28 through 6-34. 
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6.3.4 Becke’s 1998 Revisions to B97 (B98) Hybrid Functional  

The Becke‘s 1998 revisions to B97 hybrid functional (B98) is composed of 

exchange and correlation terms (Equation 6-41). The exchange energy,  
   , is 

approximated from the Perdew [131] and Becke [128] functionals in Equation 6-42. The 

local spin density (LSDA) factor (Equation 6-23) [127] is the σ-spin exchange energy 

density of a uniform electron gas with a spin density equal to   . The gradient 

―enhancement‖ factor,    , corrects the LSDA factor through the dimensionless 

reduced‖ spin-density gradient,    |   |    
   . The correlation term in B98 is 

composed of two terms listed in Equation 6-43. The first term,     
   , (Equation 6-44) 

represents antiparallel spins, and the second term,     
   , (Equation 6-45) represents 

parallel-spins from uniform electron gas in the correlation energy. Both terms are 

calculated from the Perdew and Wang parameterization [132],   
    , in equations 6-46 

and 6-47. Two gradient dimensions,      and     , are dependent on the dimensionless 

variables   
  and   

  (Equation 6-48). 
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6.4 Calculation Details 

All of the calculations discussed in this chapter were performed with the Gaussian 

03 software package, a modeling program that examines the electronic structure of 

materials [116]. There are user-defined parameters, such as the functional and basis 

set, within Gaussian to aid in examining systems. 

The basis set parameter is critical because it approximates the wave function. 

Expansion of a basis set increases accuracy in calculations (due to a more accurate 

wave function approximation) and boosts computational expense. Additional time is 

needed for the basis set to converge to a solution. The basis set of 6-311+G (3df, 2pd), 

a relatively large basis set, is selected for use in the enthalpy of formation and transition 

state calculations. The 6-311+G specifies the use of the 6-311G basis set for first-row 

atoms, the McLean-Chandler basis set [133,134] for second-row atoms, and the 

supplementation of diffuse functions [135]. The second portion, (3df, 2pd), represents 3 

sets of d functions and one set of f functions on heavy atoms, and supplemented by 2 

sets of p functions on hydrogen atoms. 

The enthalpies of formation are calculated using a range of hybrid functional 

theories, including B3LYP [136]; BMK [130]; and B98 [137]. In addition, the G2 [138] 

and G3 [139] theories are used to calculate enthalpies of formations,    
 , at 0 and 

298K in Equations 6-49 and 6-50. M represents the molecule of interest, x is the 

number of constituent atoms,    is the atomization energy (Equation 6-51),    is the 

total electronic energy of the molecule, and      is the zero-point vibration energy of the 
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molecule. The    and      values are calculated in frequency calculations in Gaussian. 

The values are extracted from the thermochemistry. 

   
 (     )  ∑     

 (     )       ∑  ( )   (6-49)  

   
 (       )     

 (     )    
 (     )    

 (   ) 

 ∑  (  
 (     )    

 (   ))         (6-50) 

∑  ( )  ∑    ( )         ( )      ( )    (6-51) 

The G2 method provides an adoption to a higher level of correction with a better fit 

to experimental atomization energies. The G3 method improves accuracy further 

through a sequence of single point energy calculations using different basis sets, a new 

formulation of the higher level correction, spin–orbit correction for atoms, and correction 

for core correlation. Lastly, the Complete Basis Set Method, CBS-QB3 [140], is also 

used. All theories, with the exception of CBS-QB3, use the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set. 

The Gaussian, G2 and G3, and Complete Basis Set, CBS-QB3, methods are known to 

produce highly accurate values for thermochemical parameters [138,139,141-143]. 

Therefore, the G3 (for smaller systems) and CBS-QB3 (for larger systems) methods are 

used as standards for systems when experimental data is not available. 

Transition states are identified for each reaction. The internal reaction coordinate 

(IRC) calculation is performed to verify the existence of the transition state by examining 

the reaction path that connects the desired reactants to the expected products. The 

reactivity of the hydrogen atoms at the  (the hydrogen bonded to the carbon atom 

closest to the sulfur atom in the aromatic ring) and  (the hydrogen bonded to the 

second carbon atom from the sulfur atom in the aromatic ring) sites of the thiophene 
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molecule are considered. The B3LYP functional is selected for use in all the transition 

state calculations. 

The basis set of 6-311+G(3df,2pd), a relatively large basis set, is used for all 

enthalpy of formation and transition state calculations (with the exception of the CBS-

QB3 enthalpy of formation calculations). Sections 6.4.1, 6.4.2, and 6.4.3 briefly discuss 

the G2, G3, and CBS-QB3 methods. 

6.4.1 Gaussian-2 (G2) Method 

The G2 method is composed of seven calculations to obtain several pieces of 

information on the electronic structure of a material [138]: (1) a Møller-Plesset energy 

correction, truncated at the second order (MP2), optimization calculation to obtain the 

molecular geometry; (2) a quadratic configuration interaction calculation (QCISD(T)) 

with single, double, and triple excitations contributions to solve the nonrelavistic 

Schrödinger equation within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This calculation is 

the highest level of theory, where interactions of different electronic configurations are 

examined requiring long computational time (and expense); (3) a Møller-Plesset energy 

correction, truncated at the fourth order (MP4) calculation to assess the effect of 

polarization functions; (4) a MP4 calculation to evaluate the effect of diffuse functions; 

(5) a MP2, optimization with a large 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set; (6) a HF geometry 

optimization calculation; (7) a frequency calculation to obtain details on the 

thermochemistry of a material by obtaining the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE). 

The ZPVE is scaled by 0.8929. 

An empirical correction is added to account for factors not considered. This is 

called the higher level correction (HLC) and is given by -0.00481 x (number of valence 

electrons -0.00019 x (number of unpaired valence electrons). 
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6.4.2 Gaussian-3 (G3) Method 

The G3 method is very similar to G2 but additional details are added. The 6-311G 

basis set in calculations 3 -5 is replaced by the smaller 6-31G basis. The final MP2 

calculation in calculation 5 uses a larger basis set, which is known as G3large. All 

electrons are correlated unlike the valence electrons which are correlated in G2. As a 

result, core correlation contributions are added to the final energy. The HLC has a same 

form as in G2 but different empirical parameters are used in the calculation [139]. 

6.4.3 Complete Basis Set (CBS-QB3) Method 

The Complete Basis Set (CBS-QB3) method is similar to the G2 and G3 methods; 

however, the CBS-QB3 method contains a MP2 extrapolation in one step. 
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Figure 6-1. A flow chart of the iterative process to find a solution in the Hartree-Fock 

Approximation. The solution to the HF Approximation involves solving for the 
orbitals and ultimately the wave function in the Schrödinger equation. An 
initial guess is made on the orbitals by specifying an expansion coefficient; 
the electron density is estimated and then the singe-electron equations are 
solved from the electron density to solve the spin orbitals. If the spin orbitals 
found are consistent with the initial guess orbitals then these are the 
solutions. If not, then a new estimate is made to the electron density and the 
process starts again until a solution is found. A basis set is used to expand 
the orbital. Using a large basis set increases accuracy in the calculation and 
the amount of effort to find a solution. 
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Figure 6-2. A flow chart of the iterative process to find a solution to the Kohn-Sham 
equations. A solution to the Kohn-Sham equation involves solving for the 
ground-state electron density and ultimately the total ground-state energy in 
the Schrödinger equation. An initial guess is made for the electron density. 
The trial electron density is then used in the Kohn-Sham equations to solve 

for the single particle wave functions,   (r). The electron density is then 
calculated from the Kohn-Sham single particle wave functions using the 
equation  ( )   = 2*∑   

 ( )  ( ) . If the electron density from the Kohn-
Sham single particle wave functions is the same as the trial electron density 
used, then the electron density is the true ground-state electron density that 
can be used to calculate the total ground-state energy in the Schrödinger 
equation. If the electron densities are different, then the trial electron density 
is updated and the process begins again by solving the Kohn-Sham 
equations with the updated electron density. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SURFACE MODIFICATION REACTION RESULTS 

7.1 Enthalpies of Formation 

The enthalpies of formation for gas phase compounds are used to examine the 

structures in reactive systems. In particular, interactions involving thiophene with 

organic molecules are observed to determine the amount of energy loss and absorbed. 

The enthalpies of formation are calculated from the thermochemistry of different levels 

of ab initio theories in order to determine which method most closely agree with the 

experimental values. The Gaussian, G2 and G3, and Complete Basis Set, CBS-QB3, 

methods are known to produce highly accurate values for thermochemical parameters 

[138,139,141-143]. Therefore, the G3 (for smaller systems) and CBS-QB3 (for larger 

systems) methods are used as standards for systems where experimental data is not 

available. The calculated enthalpies for the molecules in reactions 1-4 (shown in Figure 

7-1) are expressed in Table 7-1. For the molecules considered here, the BMK and B98 

approaches differ from the B3LYP functional by similar amounts. Of the eight systems 

tested, the B98 and BMK functionals both outperform the B3LYP functional in three 

cases each. 

The calculated values using B3LYP, BMK, and B98 are in agreement with 

published values [139,144,145]. The B98 functional performs best for large molecule 

systems, including those involving the thiophene radical and dithiophene molecules. In 

particular, the error ranges from 0.12 – 1.83% with the G3 method as the standard. In 

contrast, the BMK functional yields optimal results predominantly for small molecule 

systems, including those involving CH2, CH3, and thiophene. In these cases, the error 

ranges from 0.36 – 2.29% in comparison with experimental data. The B3LYP functional 
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excels for the C2H and C2H2 molecules, with errors ranging from 2.29% to 3.42%. 

Within the limited number of molecules considered here, this comparison makes clear 

that the enthalpies of formations calculated with BMK and B98 functionals yield 

reasonably accurate results. 

7.2 Reaction Pathways 

The predicted reactive pathways for reactions 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 7-2 

and 7-3, respectively. A C2H and CH2 molecule, respectively, is added to thiophene 

resulting in the extraction of a hydrogen atom from the thiophene. In reaction 1, the C-H 

bond from the thiophene molecule elongates and fully detaches. In reaction 2, the C-H 

bond is elongated and eventually disconnects. The transferring hydrogen atom and the 

CH2 molecule are nearly coplanar. In reaction 3, two thiophene radicals interact in a 

barrierless reaction to polymerize and produce dithiophene, C8H6S2. A thiophene 

molecule reacts with a thiophene radical in reaction 4 yielding a barrierless reaction and 

produces C8H7S2. 

In comparing the reaction paths, it is concluded that an increase in the reactivity of 

the reactant molecules, such as thiophene + C2H, yields a higher activation energy. The 

 site of the thiophene molecule is predicted to be the preferred location for the 

reactions due to the lower energy from the barrier heights for the transition states and 

products. The hydrogen atom at the  site is less reactive than the hydrogen at the  

site for two reasons. First, the electronegativity from the sulfur atom produces a slightly 

positive charge on the  carbon atom. This site prefers not to break the carbon-

hydrogen bond to abstract the hydrogen atom. However, if this does occur additional 

energy will be needed. Second, electron repulsion will occur at the  site amongst the 
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products formed between the thiophene radical and the slightly negative charged sulfur. 

The  site provides more distance between electron rich species. 

The IRC method [146] is used to verify and connect the reaction paths with the 

reactants and product. In reaction 1, the potential energy surface indicates an attraction 

between the C2H and thiophene reactants, which leads to the formation of a fully 

coordinated intermediate reactant complex (Figure 7-2). Therefore, there is a decrease 

in energy to a minimum. The reactant complex overcomes energy barriers of 57 

kcal/mol (2.5 eV) for the  site reaction and 45 kcal/mol (1.9 eV) for the  site reaction. 

The imaginary frequencies indicating the transition states were -477.6 cm-1 ( site) and -

198.9 cm-1 ( site). Reaction 1 yields isolated products of C2H2 and a thiophene radical. 

Herbst et al. found a large energy barrier in a similar reaction involving CH2 and C2H2 

[147]. An intermediate complex forms among the reactants and a 38.8 kcal/mol energy 

barrier has to be overcome to generate C4H2 and hydrogen atom products. In a non-gas 

phase system, the reactants would remain in the intermediate state due to the 

magnitude of the energy barrier. However in SPIAD applications, the deposition of in-

coming particles on the polythiophene thin films occurs in the gas phase, allowing the 

reactants to overcome the energy barrier. 

In reaction 2, the CH2 and thiophene reactants overcome energy barriers of 3.0 

kcal/mol (0.13 eV) for the  site reaction and a 1.9 kcal/mol (0.083 eV) for the  site 

reaction (Figure 7-3). The imaginary frequencies of the transition states were -1373.58 

cm-1 ( site) and -1463.44 cm-1 ( site). Reactions 3 and 4 are predicted to be 

barrierless. In reaction 3 two highly reactive thiophene radicals generated a dithiophene 

molecule, C8H6S2. Reaction 4 encompasses a thiophene and thiophene radical 
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reactants yielding the formation of a bond amongst the two molecules to produce a 

C8H7S2 molecule. 

7.3 Summary 

Computational investigations of reactions involving thiophene and organic 

molecules such as CH2 and C2H are carried out. Enthalpies of formations are calculated 

for reactants and products. Reaction barriers and transition states are identified for 

reactions of interest. The BMK and B98 methods are shown to perform best in 

generating enthalpies of formation in comparison with experimental values. The BMK 

method performed best for small molecular systems while the B98 excelled in large 

molecular systems. Experimental results were not available for all systems, such as 

thiophene radical and dithiophene molecules. Consequently, in these cases 

comparisons are made to the G3 and CBS-QB3 methods due to their known accuracy 

in thermochemistry. The B3LYP method did not execute well in comparison with the 

other methods. Out of the eight molecules investigated, the B3LYP functional is 

successful in yielding enthalpy of formations close to experimental values for only two 

systems, C2H and C2H2. However, this result is consistent with literature showing that 

B3LYP works best for small, organic molecules.[120] The results from this study provide 

an indication of the reactivity of thiophene with organic molecules which are important 

for SPIAD and related polymerization and modification processes. 
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Table 7-1. Comparison of the enthalpy of formation at 298K in kcal/mol for reactant and product structures, where no 
charge is present. The theories used are DFT Hybrid (B3LYP, B98, and BMK), Gaussian (G2, G3), and 
Complete Basis Set (CBS-QB3) functional methods. 

Compound Multiplicity B3LYP BMK B98 G2 G3 CBS-QB3 Experiment 

C4H4S 0 33.380 27.608 30.975 29.825 27.701 23.638 27.5 [139] 

C4H3S  site 1 100.911 93.055 95.015 98.898 94.906 93.189 - 

C4H3S  site 1 98.095 90.353 92.226 - 92.610 90.736 - 

CH2 3 91.986 94.034 94.493 94.696 92.376 94.632 93.7 [139] 

C2H 2 138.600 144.048 139.184 138.655 136.258 136.835 135.3± 0.69 [144] 

CH3 2 32.823 35.801 36.260 35.107 33.988 35.477 35.0 [139] 

C2H2 1 55.847 57.107 57.623 54.888 54.014 55.471 54 [145] 

C8H6S2 
1 80.309 58.523 65.369 - - 64.193 - 
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Figure 7-1. Optimized reactant structures for (from top to bottom): Reaction 1: C4H4S + 
C2H → C4H3S + C2H2; Reaction 2: C4H4S + CH2 → C4H3S + CH3; Reaction 3: 
C4H3S + C4H3S → C8H6S2; Reaction 4: C4H4S + C4H3S → C8H7S2. 
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Figure 7-2. Reaction pathway for thiophene and C2H forming a thiophene radical and C2H2.[148] 
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Figure 7-3. Reaction pathway for thiophene and CH2 forming a thiophene radical and CH3.[148] 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 

In order to overcome the material challenges associated with producing devices 

with high performance at very small length scales, it is critical to understand the 

fundamentals of the structure of a material and its interactions. In this dissertation, 

Cellular Automaton and Density Functional Theory computer simulation methods were 

presented to mimic a few to several behaviors of a real system, examine key aspects, 

and expand the understanding of organic material systems by exploring phenomena not 

easily accessible to experiment. 

Biotinylated microtubules partially coated with streptavidin gliding on surface-

adhered kinesin motor proteins form linear ―nanowire‖ and circular ―nanospool‖ 

structures. A Cellular Automaton simulation technique is presented to model the kinetics 

of microtubule gliding and interactions. The analysis of the motion allows statistically 

meaningful data to be obtained which can be compared to experimental results, and aid 

in understanding the formation process of these nanostructures. With this simulation 

tool, multiple scenarios of interest, including those without any current experimental 

realization, can be modeled quickly while varying the critical mechanistic parameters. A 

wealth of new insights into the assembly process has been generated. 

The current simulations cannot capture all aspects of the experiments. The 

complex shape of spools reported in the simulations is typically not observed 

experimentally, because experimentally spools tend to relax to a circular state to 

minimize their internal stresses. Experimental observations for a direction of rotation 

have not been investigated, because the chirality of the microtubule is not modeled 

here.[85] In future work, contributions to the microtubule from kinesin motors and biotin-
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streptavidin bonds through forces and interactions should be investigated to capture 

additional details concerning the formation process of nanowires and nanospools via 

active transport. With minor changes to the simulation tool, outcomes from microtubules 

being temporarily pinned to random surface locations can be further investigated to 

understand the transportation process.  

This simulation tool can also be applied with adaptations to other material 

microstructures by examining large system with a number of variables and 

transformations in recrystallization, grain growth, and phase transformations.[149] 

Manipulation in the time and space dimensions will allow the extraction of information 

regarding the kinetics and local variations in the microstructure. This simulation tool can 

potentially also find usage in the study of biological pattern formation, such as patterns 

in the pigmentation of mollusc shells,[150-152] and interactions of biological cells in cell 

migration of systems such as actin and collagen structures, and animal herds.[153] 

Chemical reactions of thiophene with organic molecules are of interest to modify 

thermally deposited coatings of conductive polymers. The reactivity of thiophene with 

organic molecules was examined to gain a better understanding and make predictions 

for surface modification applications. More specifically, the energy barriers for reactions 

involving thiophene and small hydrocarbon radicals C2H and CH2 are identified. The 

enthalpy of formation was also calculated at 298K, and comparisons were made in the 

performance of DFT hybrid functional methods. 

The BMK and B98 functionals were found to perform best out of the selected 

organic molecules in generating enthalpies of formation in comparison with 

experimental values. The B3LYP method did not perform well in comparison with the 
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other methods, and was only successful in yielding enthalpies of formation close to 

experimental values for C2H and C2H2. However, this result is consistent with literature 

showing that B3LYP works best for small molecules.[33] These results from the study of 

the reactivity amongst thiophene with organic molecules will be important for SPIAD and 

related polymerization and modification processes. As a result of a lack of experimental 

and simulation results involving thiophene and radical systems, additional testing of 

more reactants is needed to examine to develop a database of reactions. 
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